
APPENDIX 1

1. Consultations, Publicity and Representations

Consultations

1.1 The consultations responses that have been received relating to this application are set out 
in detail below: 

Internal 

GBC Highways Development Management Officer    

Having carefully considered the application and given due regard to the comments made, I 
have no objections to the proposal but would suggest an appointment booking system for 
all visitors to the site. This is becoming common practice for many venues with the Covid-
19 pandemic. It should be possible for the applicant to estimate the duration of any visit to 
the site and so restrict numbers that may arrive in any half hour, hour or am/pm period as 
deemed appropriate. This in turn would translate to the maximum number of vehicles 
parked on site, which given the submission would be 25 vehicles at any particular time.   

Evidence can then be collected on the demand by people to visit the site and on the way 
the site operates, including car parking accumulation and dwell time which can then be 
used to support an application to vary the condition and an informed decision can then be 
made.

GBC Regulatory Services - Environmental Protection

This Service does not formally object to the application, although it acknowledges that 
there are understandable neighbour concerns, but would wish to see the following 
conditions and informatives applied should permission be granted.

Noise

This Service notes the concerns raised by other consultees.  We also however note the 
information set out in relation to noise arising from bottling operations on page 25 of the 
Addendum to the Design & Access Statement and are minded to agree with the 
preliminary assessment by Able Acoustics.

Before this Service can however be properly satisfied that noise arising from/associated 
with the proposed development and operations will not cause unacceptable adverse 
impact to local residents, we would need to be provided with a suitably detailed, and clear, 
acoustic impact assessment.  Consequently, we would request the following condition:

Before any above ground works are commenced, a suitable noise assessment shall be 
carried out, submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority covering 
the impacts of the proposed development on the nearest residential or other noise 
sensitive properties.

The assessment should include, but not necessarily be limited to, noise from:

(i) Plant and machinery 
(ii) Vehicles, e.g. traffic, visitors, works vehicles, deliveries, etc.
(iii) Events (if relevant), e.g. amplified sound/music and behavioural noise



(iv) Maintenance operations
(v) Expected Visitor Centre operations

A suitable scheme that takes into account the above assessments of the site shall be 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to 
commencement of any works on site.

Reference shall be made as appropriate to British Standard 8233:2014 and BS4142:2014, 
and other standards as may be appropriate.

The development shall be carried out in full accordance with the approved details and 
thereafter maintained for the lifetime of the development.  

Hours of use

To be conditioned as applied for.

Lighting

The area of the development is rural and therefore inherently dark at night.  It is important, 
from an environmental protection perspective, that lighting does not cause unreasonable 
disturbance to occupiers of other properties.  We would therefore wish to apply the 
following condition:

Before any above ground works are commenced, a suitable lighting impact assessment 
report, in plain English, shall be carried out, submitted to and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority.

The report will detail and explain the lighting impact of the scheme on any potentially 
affected light sensitive properties and confirm compliance with The Institution of Lighting 
Professionals (ILP) Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light (01/20) such that 
its impact on existing and permitted residential properties is not greater than those for 
Environmental zone E1 in the ILP guidance notes.

The report shall include suitable predictions of light intrusion on the vertical plane 
demonstrating and explaining:

• The source intensity at predicted and existing light sensitive properties’ windows 
(the maximum source intensity to be seen by looking at any of the development’s 
lights)

• The vertical illuminance at light sensitive properties’ windows (how much light falls 
onto a window).

The development shall be carried out in full accordance with the approved details and 
thereafter maintained for the lifetime of the development.  

 
Contaminated Land

The applicant shall undertake a watching brief during construction in case any 
contamination issue is encountered.  If during development any contamination is found, the 
local planning authority should be informed as soon as practical and the work shall not 
continue until written agreement is provided by the LPA as to the appropriate measures to 
be taken to resolve the matter and they are satisfied that those measures have been 
carried out.



Drainage/sewerage

The foul sewage shall be removed by means of the mains drainage system and not by the 
use of non-mains sewerage systems, unless connection to the drainage system is not 
reasonably practicable.  If foul sewage is to be removed using non-mains sewerage 
systems, a sewage treatment plant or septic tank system will be considered in preference 
to a cesspool.  Such a system may require the prior consent of the Environment Agency 
under the terms of the Water Resources Act 1991.  Applicants are therefore advised to 
discuss their requirements with the Environment Agency at the earliest opportunity.  It 
should be ensured that the septic tank or cesspool is of adequate capacity to serve the 
proposed development and suitable access and hardstanding area shall be maintained to it 
on site.  

Electric Vehicle Charging Point(s)

This Service would wish to see the inclusion of suitable electric vehicle charging facilities at 
the proposed development in support of the Council’s commitment to become carbon 
neutral by 2030.

Code of Practice on Construction and Demolition

Please apply

Licensing

The applicant is advised to liaise with the Licensing department – 
licensing@gravesham.gov.uk – to discuss any associated licensing requirements or 
implications.

GBC Regulatory Services - Commercial

No objection in principle. 

Health and Safety

In these premises the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) will be the enforcing Authority for 
all health and safety matters. Should you require further advice and information check out 
the HSE website www.hse.gov.uk

Food Safety Comments

I am unable to fully comment on the internal structure of the proposed winery or visitors 
centre as the plans do not provide this detail.

It is a requirement under Article 6(2) of Regulation 852/2004 that food business operators 
must register their establishments with the appropriate competent authority (in this case 
GBC Environmental Health) at least 28 days before food operations commence. 
Registration is via the Gravesham Borough Council website www.gravesham.gov.uk/food-
safety 

The applicant must ensure that the winery fully complies with current food safety legislation 
to the satisfaction of the Regulatory Services Manager. Structural and operational 
requirements are covered by the legislation notably EC Regulation 852/2004. 

mailto:licensing@gravesham.gov.uk
http://www.hse.gov.uk/
http://www.gravesham.gov.uk/food-safety
http://www.gravesham.gov.uk/food-safety


All internal structures to the winery must be impervious, non-absorbent and washable i.e. 
easy to clean and maintain in a clean condition.  

Any floor drains, which become part of the internal structure of the winery must be fitted 
with a close-fitting grill which is easy to clean.

The winery should be pest proofed as far as possible i.e. gaps and holes to external doors, 
windows, pipes and drains etc. must be filled or covered with a solid, durable material in 
order to minimise pest entry points in to food preparation and storage areas.

Lavatories must not lead directly into rooms in which food is handled, stored or prepared. 
There should be an intervening ventilated space between toilets and food rooms. 

The provision and location of sinks and wash hand basins is an important consideration in 
the design and planning of a winery. A minimum of one (1) wash hand basin and a double 
sink unit should be installed. 

For further advice on starting a food business please visit the FSA website
https://www.food.gov.uk/business-guidance

GBC Economic Development 

As a very positive prospective contributor to the economic development of the Borough 
and local area, we strongly support these proposals for the growth and diversification of the 
successful vineyard at Meopham Valley. 

The addition of a sensitively-designed and sympathetically situated Visitor Centre would 
create a genuine asset for the local community and enable Meopham to draw new visitor 
spend from the burgeoning market for high quality, locally-sourced food and drink. 

Drawing on the examples of other villages which enjoy comparable natural and 
architectural beauty, Meopham could also be exceptionally well-placed to benefit from the 
associated opportunities for local producers, hosts and makers to capitalise on new visitors 
and the vitality this can bring to local trade, through wider linked activities such as tours 
and trails incorporating local amenities. 

The concerns about traffic movements and adequacy of access, while important to assess, 
should be viewed in the context of what is an inherently sustainable location, within the 
heart of a village community. The agricultural nature of the use is entirely consistent with 
the rural location and we note the applicant’s commitment to continuing to provide access 
to local walkers and others, as well as the creation of on-site car parking to accommodate 
those visitors who choose to drive. The evidence from comparable vineyard experiences, 
however, is that significant numbers of visitors will arrive by public transport, bus or other 
private hire.

As the applicant’s proposal sets out, the incorporation of a bottling facility as part of the 
proposed visitor centre is crucial to investing in these exciting proposals and a brand which 
carries with it, the name of the local community.

Furthermore, at a time when rural areas are suffering a lack of local employment 
opportunities and limited new business activity in the face of a severe national recession, 
the projected full complement of 14 new job opportunities would likely be a welcome boost 
to local employment.

https://www.food.gov.uk/business-guidance


GBC Tourism and Town Twinning Manager

As a Tourism department we are fully supportive of Meopham Valley Vineyard’s 
application. 

Kent is fast becoming the “New Wine Garden of England” and has over 80 vineyards. 
There is a growing demand in the domestic and international visitor markets, with tours 
being organised, along with wine and food tasting. The borough would benefit greatly if 
Meopham Valley was going to become part of the Kent wide network of winery tours.

The location of the Visitor Centre and its design has been well thought through and the 
centre would enable Meopham Valley to offer the visitors a full immersive experience whilst 
visiting their vineyard; sampling local produces and enjoying the beautiful views. The visitor 
centre is the key component to their tourism offer and viability of their business.

Local partnership is also one of Meopham Valley’s proposals, therefore the benefits would 
be shared by businesses from the village and the wider area of the borough. This ripple 
effect would prove to be a very positive outcome.

Traffic is a worry to local residents; however, the concept of offering a pick up and drop off 
service would help in reducing that impact. Most groups also travel by coach or other 
public transport. We would also anticipate, with the vineyards being part of the walking 
routes network, that some of the visitors would take the opportunity to visit the vineyard as 
part of their walk. 

We know that Tourism is an important contributor to the local economy and Gravesham, 
whilst having a rich local heritage and history, does not have many commercial attractions. 

Meopham Valley Vineyard has an opportunity to become one of Gravesham’s most 
popular places to visit and therefore bring economic benefits to the local area.

Ward Councillors

No formal comments were received from the local ward councillors 

External

KCC Highways and Transportation

The site is currently accessed via Steele Lane, which is a two-way carriageway with 
parking on one side of the road prevents two way vehicle movements for stretches of the 
road. The existing access is proposed to be solely as a pedestrian public right of way with 
no vehicular access permitted. The proposed site access will be via an existing access on 
Whitehill Road.  Whitehill Road is a single lane road which runs northwards to Meopham 
Green. The access is currently a gated field access for agricultural purposes. As noted in 
the Transport Assessment, improvements are required to the access to improve visibility.

A minibus shuttle service is proposed, which will operate from local centres and train 
stations.  Proposed areas are Dartford, Gravesend, Maidstone and Medway and includes 
railway stations at Meopham, Gravesend and Ebbsfleet International.

A first principles approach has been utilised to establish the trips associated with the site. 
This is due to the TRICS database having no similar sites. New trips are estimated to be 



generated from visitors on tours and dining on site, visitors to the shop, the transportation 
of grapes off site and staff members.

The vineyard is proposed to be open to visitors during the weekend (10:00 – 19:00), all 
year round, although it anticipated that the ‘peak’ will take place during the summer 
months.  Vineyard tours are proposed up to twice per day during summer weekends, which 
would be by an appointment only basis involving a maximum of 15 people taking 
approximately 2 hours (11:00 and 14:00).

Trip Generation

Weekday staff – maximum of 10 permanent staff which would equate to 20 vehicle trips 
per day, plus occasional contract workers.  A minibus is proposed to collect a maximum of 
15 contract harvest workers making a total of 2 trips. The winery will not be open to visitors 
Monday – Friday.  Para 6.8 appears to have an error whereby 20 vineyard staff are quoted 
yet 10 are outlined in previous paragraphs.

Weekend staff – Tours and wine tasting – 8 additional full time staff in winery which would 
equate to 18 staff members and 36 two way trips.  A Travel Plan should be provided by 
way of a Condition to ensure that staff members, including seasonal contract staff, reduce 
single occupancy private vehicles.

Weekend visitors – tours will take place by appointment, alongside ‘walk-in’ customers. 
The maximum capacity is 60 visitors (30 indoors, 30 outdoors anticipated during the 
summer period). Para 6.16 outlines that all visitors attending the tours will arrive by 
minibus, which (as outlined in Section 4) will transport 15 people. However, the minibus 
service outlined proposes to pick visitors up from surrounding train stations etc., and 
asserts that no vineyard visitors would arrive by private car. Further details are required 
regarding the minibus service, as unless several buses are proposed, this could prove a 
timely route picking up customers from various pick up points.

TRICS database has been interrogated to establish trips associated with a 30 seat 
restaurant.  This has not been fully explained within the report. The report outlines that this 
would create 33 daily vehicle movements. I acknowledge that it is likely that private cars 
will travel with more than one visitor, and some visitors will utilise public transport. 
However, for the purpose of a worst case scenario, I will see this as an additional 33 
vehicle movements to the site.

Total Weekend Trips

18 staff, 1 minibus at full capacity making 2 trips per tour plus 33 winery visitors. This 
would equate to an estimated 73 total vehicle trips. Wine tour visitors are anticipated to 
take place by minibus, thus equating to 4 vehicle movements. However, I am uncertain of 
the logistics of this and further details are required. This makes an assumption that no tour 
visitors will arrive by private car. Para 6.27 outlines that the trip generation estimates would 
see an average of 8 trips an hour at weekends during the summer season. However, as 
the report previously notes, the arrivals and departures are likely to take place in clusters 
as opposed to spaced out during the day. Whilst 73 vehicle movements per day may not 
be considered to present a material impact on the highway network, I must look at the 
impact that this level of trips would have on the rural road network especially a single lane 
road such as Whitehill Road.

Car Park



A total of 27 car parking spaces are proposed on site, which is outlined as n accumulation 
of 7 spaces for visitors and 18 for staff. An overflow car park is also proposed. This 
appears to be derived from the TRICS data for the winery which estimated a maximum of 7 
visitors. I consider that this makes no allowances for additional visitors or tour visitors 
arriving by private car. On this basis I am uncertain how the parking accumulation has 
been derived and require some

Clarification 

The submitted site plan does not outline sufficient vehicle tracking or details of 
improvements to the access on Whitehill Road. Vehicle tracking is required for refuse 
freighters and fire tenders. Visibility splays are noted on the plan but it is unclear what 
parameters are measured. Whitehill Road is assumed to be subject to the national speed 
limit. As such, visibility splays of 2.4 metres x 202 metres would be required.

I am concerned about the increase in vehicle movements along a narrow rural road.  
Details are required as to adequate passing places (although the TS indicates they are 
present) along Whitehill Road. In terms of the vehicle trips, the estimated figures do not 
appear to reflect that some tour visitors will travel by private car. If the minibus is deemed 
to be a viable alternative, further details of the operation are required.

In line with the above KCC Highways object to the proposal and recommend refusal for 
the following reasons:

 The proposals do not provide adequate vehicle parking facilities within the site and this 
is likely to lead to vehicles being parked on the highway, to the detriment of highway 
safety.

 The proposal has not provided adequate details of the proposed mini bus shuttle 
service, which would lead to additional vehicle movements than outlined.

 The proposals will result in an increase in use of the existing sub-standard access, to 
the detriment of highway safety.

 The visibility available over land within the applicants and/or the highway authority’s 
control is insufficient for the development proposed, to the detriment of highway safety.

 The proposals are likely to increase vehicle movements along a narrow rural lane, with 
no demonstration of sufficient capacity

Meopham Parish Council 

Objection on Highways and Green Belt grounds

Rural Planning Ltd (GBC Agricultural Adviser)

I note that the proposal is a revised design of the scheme which was the subject of an 
earlier pre-application submission (PRE20180429). I commented on that proposal in an 
email dated 11 July 2019. 

Whilst the requirement for some of allocated space in the pre-application design 
appeared unclear, and in part unnecessarily tall for the identified agricultural functions,  
the submissions for the revised design helpfully explain, and illustrate the space 
requirements, and allocation of uses in detail. The revised design, cut into the slope of 
the land, now utilises appropriate roof heights in relation to functions allocated to each 
area of the development.  



I consider, therefore, the revised scheme has been shown to be appropriate, in design 
and scale, for its intended use.  

The submitted Business Case for the development is well explained and appears 
cogent in principle. It is not accompanied, as far as I am aware, by any submitted 
financial budgeting and viability appraisal, but as I mentioned with regard to the pre-
application submission, I am not sure if that is normally regarded as necessary in such a 
case.   

Environment Agency

No objection to the proposal, but would like to share the following advice.  

Drainage  

Drainage may be restricted in a source protection zone or over an aquifer where 
groundwater is at shallow depths.  

If possible the site should endeavour to connect to main sewer. Looking at mapping the 
closest mains sewer is approximately 130m away. Developers should check the 
Gov. website for General Binding Rules (GBR) information for small scale non mains 
discharges, (see link in document below). Submissions to the LPA should include all 
relevant information on foul drainage proposals using the following form: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/foul-drainage-assessment-form-fda1
  
Treated discharges to ground may require an Environmental permit. Given the scale of 
the proposal (staff and visitors) it is likely this application would require a permit, unless 
it can be shown to meet the GBRs. Given the usage of the site it is unlikely that the 
discharge will meet the General Binding Rules. Therefore, the customer may wish to 
begin the pre-app or application process early to determine if obtaining a permit will be 
possible.  

Only clean uncontaminated surface water may be discharged to ground via approved 
SUDS designs.  

We would require details of all proposed foul and surface water drainage to be 
submitted with any application made for a specific site. 

Earthworks  

The site should have a management plan in place to prevent the runoff of soils off the 
site and into watercourses. From site plans it looks like the site is utilising some grass 
buffer strips, hedgerows and shrubs to catch any soil runoff at the bottom of the slope. 
The site is also proposing terracing that goes horizontally across the slope which will 
help prevent soil erosion.  

In particular, it would be beneficial to ensure a plan is in place to prevent soil erosion 
while the landscaping works are taking place. Soil is a precious resource - it is in the 
vineyard's best interest to prevent loss of fertile soil from their land. 

Informative  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/foul-drainage-assessment-form-fda1


The CLAIRE Definition of Waste: Development Industry Code of Practice (version 2) 
provides operators with a framework for determining whether or not excavated material 
arising from site during remediation and/or land development works are waste or have 
ceased to be waste. Under the Code of Practice:  

 excavated materials that are recovered via a treatment operation can be re-used 
on-site providing they are treated to a standard such that they fit for purpose and 
unlikely to cause pollution;

 treated materials can be transferred between sites as part of a hub and cluster 
project;

 some naturally occurring clean material can be transferred directly between 
sites.  

Developers should ensure that all contaminated materials are adequately characterised 
both chemically and physically, and that the permitting status of any proposed on site 
operations are clear. If in doubt, the Environment Agency should be contacted for 
advice at an early stage to avoid any delays. The Environment Agency recommends 
that developers should refer to:  

 the Position statement on the Definition of Waste: Development Industry Code of 
Practice and;

 the Environmental regulations page on GOV.UK 

Fuel, Oil, Chemical and Liquid Storage  

Care should be taken to ensure that all fuels, oils and any other potentially 
contaminating materials should be stored (for example in bunded areas secured from 
public access) so as to prevent accidental/unauthorised discharge to ground. The areas 
for storage should not drain to any surface water system. This includes any liquid food 
wastes.  Where it is proposed to store more than 200 litres (45-gallon drum = 205litres) 
of any type of oil on site it must be stored in accordance with the Control of Pollution (oil 
storage) (England) Regulations 2001. Drums and barrels can be kept in drip trays if the 
drip tray is capable of retaining 25% of the total capacity of all oil stored.

KCC Flood and Water Management

Unfortunately, no surface water drainage strategy has been provided for the proposed 
development. 

We would therefore recommend the application is not determined until a complete 
surface water drainage strategy has been provided for review.

At a minimum, a drainage strategy submission must comprise:
 A location plan
 A site layout
 A drainage proposal schematic or sketch
 A clear description of key drainage features within the drainage scheme (e.g. 

attenuation volumes, flow control devices etc.)
 Information to support any key assumptions (e.g. impermeable areas, infiltration 

rates etc.)
 Supporting calculations to demonstrate the drainage system’s operation and 

drainage model network schematic
 Drainage strategy summary form (from our Drainage and Planning Policy 

Statement)
 Consideration of key questions and / or local authority planning policy requirements.



Our Drainage and Planning Policy Statement sets out how Kent County Council as 
Lead Local Flood Authority and statutory consultee, will review drainage strategies and 
surface water management provisions associated with applications for major 
development and should be referred to for further details about our submission 
requirements. This is available to download at: www.kent.gov.uk

Southern Water

The foul sewerage shall be disposed in accordance with Part H1 of Building Regulations hierarchy.  
 

The proposed development is some distance from the nearest public foul sewer. It may be 
possible for the foul flows from the proposed development to be connected to a nearby 
public sewer, and the applicant shall investigate this option. 

 
Southern Water requires a formal application for a connection to the public foul sewer to be made 
by the applicant or developer. 

 
To make an application visit: southernwater.co.uk/developing and please read our New 
Connections  Services Charging Arrangements documents which are available on our 
website via the following  link: southernwater.co.uk/connection-charging-arrangements 

 
The planning application form makes reference to drainage using Sustainable Drainage Systems  
(SuDS). 

 
Under certain circumstances SuDS will be adopted by Southern Water should this be requested by 
the developer.  Where SuDS form part of a continuous sewer system, and are not an 
isolated end of pipe SuDS component, adoption will be considered if such systems comply 
with the latest Sewers for Adoption (Appendix C) and CIRIA guidance available here: 

 
water.org.uk/sewerage-sector-guidance-approved-documents 

 
ciria.org/Memberships/The_SuDS_Manual_C753_Chapters.aspx 

 
Where SuDS rely upon facilities which are not adoptable by sewerage undertakers the 
applicant will  need to ensure that arrangements exist for the long-term maintenance of the 
SuDS facilities. It is critical that the effectiveness of these systems is maintained in 
perpetuity. Good management will avoid flooding from the proposed surface water system, 
which may result in the inundation of the  foul sewerage system.  

 
Thus, where a SuDS scheme is to be implemented, the drainage details submitted to the 
Local Planning Authority should: 

 
- Specify the responsibilities of each party for the implementation of the SuDS scheme. 

 
- Specify a timetable for implementation.  

 
- Provide a management and maintenance plan for the lifetime of the development. 

 
This should include the arrangements for adoption by any public authority or statutory 
undertaker and any other arrangements to secure the operation of the scheme throughout 
its lifetime. 

 

http://www.kent.gov.uk/


The Council’s technical staff and the relevant authority for land drainage should comment 
on the adequacy of the proposals to discharge surface water to the local watercourse. 

 
The proposed development would lie in very close proximity to a Source Protection Zone. 
The applicant will need to consult with the Environment Agency to ensure the protection of 
the public water supply source is maintained and inform Southern Water of the outcome of 
this consultation. 

 
It is possible that a sewer now deemed to be public could be crossing the development 
site.  Therefore, should any sewer be found during construction works, an investigation of 
the sewer will be required to ascertain its ownership before any further works commence 
on site. 

Natural England

Natural England has no comments to make on this application.   

Natural England has not assessed this application for impacts on protected species.  
Natural England has published Standing Advice which you can use to assess impacts 
on protected species or you may wish to consult your own ecology services for advice.  

For applications close to the Kent Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) 
we recommend you seek the advice of the Kent Downs AONB Unit. 

Ancient Woodland 

Natural England advises that the proposals as presented have the potential to adversely 
affect woodland classified on the ancient Woodland Inventory. Natural England refers 
you to our Standing Advice on ancient woodland https://www.gov.uk/ancient-woodland-
and-veteran-trees-protection-surveys-licences.
 
The lack of comment from Natural England does not imply that there are no impacts on 
the natural environment, but only that the application is not likely to result in significant 
impacts on statutory designated nature conservation sites or landscapes.  It is for the 
local planning authority to determine whether or not this application is consistent with 
national and local policies on the natural environment.  Other bodies and individuals 
may be able to provide information and advice on the environmental value of this site 
and the impacts of the proposal to assist the decision making process. We advise LPAs 
to obtain specialist ecological or other environmental advice when determining the 
environmental impacts of development. 

We recommend referring to our SSSI Impact Risk Zones (available on Magic and as a 
downloadable dataset) prior to consultation with Natural England. Further guidance on 
when to consult Natural England on planning and development proposals is available 
on gov.uk at https://www.gov.uk/guidance/local-planning-authorities-get-environmental-
advice
 Kent County Council Ecology and Biodiversity Service

Summary 

We have reviewed the ecological information submitted in support of this planning 
application and advise that sufficient information has been provided. If planning permission 
is granted, we advise that conditions securing the implementation of an Ecological Design 

https://www.gov.uk/ancient-woodland-and-veteran-trees-protection-surveys-licences
https://www.gov.uk/ancient-woodland-and-veteran-trees-protection-surveys-licences
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/local-planning-authorities-get-environmental-advice
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/local-planning-authorities-get-environmental-advice


Strategy, Landscape and Ecological Management Plan, and a Lighting Strategy are 
attached. 

Protected Species 

We are satisfied with the conclusions of the ecological report in relation to any potential 
impacts that the proposed development may have on any protected species or sites, 
however, note that various mitigation measures have been suggested as outline below. 

Bats 

As lighting can be detrimental to roosting, foraging and commuting bats, the 
recommendations from the Bat Conservation Trust and the Institution of Lighting 
Professionals, titled ‘Guidance Note 8 Bats and Artificial Lighting’¹, should be considered, 
when designing any lighting scheme for the proposed development. Measures have been 
provided within Section 5.2.2 of the submitted Ecological Impact Assessment. We advise 
that these measures are secured as a condition of any granted planning application in the 
form of a lighting strategy.
 ¹ https://theilp.org.uk/publication/guidance-note-8-bats-and-artificial-lighting/

 
Breeding Birds 

Any work to vegetation that may provide suitable nesting habitats should be carried out 
outside of the bird breeding season (March to August) to avoid destroying or damaging bird 
nests in use or being built. If vegetation needs to be removed during the breeding season, 
then mitigation measures need to be implemented during construction in order to protect 
breeding birds. This includes examination by an experienced ecologist prior to starting 
work and if any nesting birds are found during work, development must cease until after 
the juveniles have fledged.  

Whilst we agree that a full breeding bird survey will not be necessary due to the size of the 
site, a precautionary mitigation methodology should be adhered to prevent any offences 
being committed. We advise that a planning informative is attached to any granted 
planning application. 

Other protected species 

We note the protective measures provided for potentially present dormice, in terms of 
protecting the on-site hedgerows. We advise that all hedgerows and trees to be retained 
within the proposed development shall be protected during construction in line with 
standard arboriculture best practice (BS5837:2012²) and in line with any submitted 
arboriculture report. This will involve the use of protective fencing or other methods 
appropriate to safeguard the root protection areas of retained trees / hedgerows. We 
advise that these mitigation measures are incorporated into an Ecological Design Strategy 
and secured as a condition of any granted planning application.

² British Standard 5837:2012 Trees in relation to design, demolition and construction.
Recommendations

Local Wildlife Site 

The proposed development is located within ‘Happy Valley, Meopham’ Local Wildlife Site 
(LWS) (Ref: GR10). LWSs are non-statutory designated sites which are important for the 
conservation of wildlife in Kent. The site citation includes fragments of scrubby, open 

https://theilp.org.uk/publication/guidance-note-8-bats-and-artificial-lighting/


ancient semi-natural broad-leaved chalk woodland and calcareous grassland along the 
steep sides of a dry chalk valley near Meopham. The submitted report states: 

The management of this area for the last decade has degraded its floral diversity leaving 
the remaining species-poor with areas leaning toward improved grassland. We note the 
provided pictures of the site which demonstrate that the development area has been under 
silage production which would have likely reduced the ecological value of the site. 

We note the proposed measures to offset any impacts upon the LWS which includes: 
• Proposed wildflower planting on site; 
• Species-rich native hedgerow planting; and, 
• A range of species-specific enhancements including bat/bird nesting boxes and log piles. 
We are satisfied that these measures are appropriate and will ensure that appropriate 
mitigation measures can be incorporated into the design. We advise that these measures 
are secured as a condition of any granted planning application through an Ecological 
Design Strategy
 
Ecological Enhancements 

The application provides opportunities to incorporate features into the design which are 
beneficial to wildlife, such as native species planting or the installation of additional bat/bird 
nest boxes. A variety of measures have been provided within the submitted Ecological 
Enhancement Plan including the planting of wildflower meadows, hedgerow planting, and 
bat/bird boxes. A landscape map has been provided which outlines the locations of these 
measures. We welcome these additional enhancements and advise that these measures 
are included within the aforementioned Ecological Design Strategy and secured as a 
condition of any planning application. Furthermore, we advise that to ensure that these 
measures are secured long-term, a management plan is formulated which outlines how 
these features will be managed for maximum biodiversity benefit. We advise that a 
Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (LEMP) is secured as a condition of any 
granted planning application. This is in accordance with Paragraph 175 of the NPPF 
“Opportunities to incorporate biodiversity improvements in and around developments 
should be encouraged”.  

Condition Recommendations 

Lighting Design – Suggested Condition Wording 

No development shall take place until a “lighting design strategy for biodiversity” for the site 
boundaries has been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. 
The lighting strategy shall: 
a) Identify those areas/features on site that are particularly sensitive for protected species 
and that are likely to cause disturbance in or around their breeding sites and resting places 
or along important routes used to access key areas of their territory; and, 
b) Show how and where external lighting will be installed so that it can be clearly 
demonstrated that areas to be lit will not disturb or prevent the above species using their 
territory. 
All external lighting shall be installed in accordance with the specifications and locations 
set out in the strategy and these shall be maintained thereafter in accordance with the 
strategy. 

 
Ecological Design Strategy – suggested condition wording: 



No development shall take place until an Ecological Design Strategy (EDS) addressing 
ecological mitigation and enhancement of the site has been submitted to and approved in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The EDS shall include the following: 
a) Purpose and conservation objectives for the proposed works; 
b) Review of site potential and constraints; 
c) Detailed design(s) and/or working method(s) to achieve stated objectives; 
d) Extent and location/area of proposed works on appropriate scale maps and plans; 
e) Type and source of materials to be used where appropriate, e.g. native species of local 
provenance; 
f) Timetable for implementation demonstrating that works are aligned with the proposed 
phasing of development; 
g) Persons responsible for implementing the works; 
h) Details of initial aftercare and long term maintenance; 
i) Details for monitoring and remedial measures; 
j) Details for disposal of any wastes arising from works (where relevant). 

The EDS shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details and all features 
shall be retained in that manner thereafter. 

 Landscape and Ecological Management Plan – suggested condition wording 

A Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (LEMP) shall be submitted to, and be 
approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority prior to the commencement of the 
development. The content of the LEMP shall include the following. 
a) Description and evaluation of features to be managed; 
b) Ecological trends and constraints on site that might influence management; 
c) Aims and objectives of management; 
d) Appropriate management options for achieving aims and objectives; 
e) Prescriptions for management actions, together with a plan of management 
compartments; 
f) Preparation of a work schedule (including an annual work plan capable of being rolled 
forward over a five-year period; 
g) Details of the body or organisation responsible for implementation of the plan; 
h) On-going monitoring and remedial measures. 

The LEMP shall also include details of the legal and funding mechanism(s) by which the 
long-term implementation of the plan will be secured by the developer with the 
management body/bodies responsible for its delivery. The plan shall also set out (where 
the results from monitoring show that conservation aims and objectives of the LEMP are 
not being met) how contingencies and/or remedial action will be identified, agreed and 
implemented so that the development still delivers the fully functioning biodiversity 
objectives of the originally approved scheme. The approved plan will be implemented in 
accordance with the approved details. 

Informative Recommendation 

Breeding birds – suggested informative wording: 

The applicant is reminded that, under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, as amended 
(Section 1), it is an offence to remove, damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird while 
that nest is in use or being built. Planning consent for a development does not provide a 
defence against prosecution under this act. Trees, scrub and buildings are likely to contain 
nesting birds between 1st March and 31st August inclusive. Trees, scrub and buildings are 
present on the application site and are to be assumed to contain nesting birds between the 
above dates, unless a recent survey has been undertaken by a competent ecologist to 



assess the nesting bird activity on site during this period and has shown it is absolutely 
certain that nesting birds are not present. 

West Kent Badger Group (WKBG)

1. The WKBG is aware of a badger sett close to the application site but we do not know 
exactly where it is. It is regrettable that an Environmental Impact Assessment has not 
been carried out to establish where badger setts are in the area. 
2. Digging out such a large amount of chalk with heavy equipment could cause large 
ground vibrations which could cause harm to the nearby badger sett. It is important that 
nothing is done that would harm the badgers.
3. There is a well-used badger crossing point in Whitehill Road close to the access 
point. Badgers are not nocturnal until after their first winter. This means that increase in 
traffic that would be generated by this application poses a significant threat to badgers. 
4. I am sure you are aware that badgers are a protected species under the Protection of 
Badgers Act 1992.

Conclusion

No thought has been given in the application to how this development would impact on 
badgers and other wildlife. This lack of information means that the safety and well-being 
of badgers in the area cannot be guaranteed thus we must ask that this application be 
rejected.

West Kent Badger Group - Local Contact 

Has conducted a survey of the site and found that there are two clear badger paths 
going across the middle of the site. There is another very old badger path that goes 
around the eastern and northern boundary of the site that is well used. There is an 
active badger’s sett on the north western boundary. There is another sett in a property 
bordering the site but could not get close enough to be 100% sure if it was active or not, 
but all the evidence indicates it is active. All across the site there are holes made by 
badgers looking for food. There are one possibly two paths going down the bank from 
the site to Whitehill Road where badger hair was found. 

The close proximity of the sett/s to the major earthworks that are proposed means there 
is a high risk of harm to the badgers. The loss of feeding area could result in more 
damage to local properties.

Urges GBC not to take the ecologist report as being accurate. Given the high amount of 
badger activity in the area before any building work is carried out a full site survey 
should be carried out.

Kent County Council Heritage and Conservation

The site lies partially within an area of Pleistocene and Palaeolithic archaeological 
potential and includes part of the lower slopes of the adjacent dry valley where there is 
the potential for buried former land surfaces beneath hill wash. The proposals include 
areas of cut and fill and the creation of access routes.  Archaeological remains may be 
impacted by the proposed works and I recommend the following condition is placed on 
any forthcoming consent: 



Condition AR5 

No development shall take place until the applicant, or their agents or successors in 
title, has secured the implementation of:  

i. Archaeological field evaluation works in accordance with a specification and written 
timetable which has been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority; 
and 
ii. Following on from the evaluation, any safeguarding measures to ensure preservation 
in situ of important archaeological remains and/or further archaeological investigation 
and recording in accordance with a specification and timetable which has been 
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. 

Reason: To ensure appropriate assessment of the archaeological implications of any 
development proposals and the subsequent mitigation of adverse impacts through 
preservation in situ or by record.  

Design South East (DSE) - 14th October 2020

Background:  

The proposal is for a winery and visitor centre on a sensitive sloped Green Belt site east of 
Meopham Village. The scheme forms part of the future expansion of Meopham Valley 
Vineyard. To east lies the Kent Downs AONB and to the west lies the Meopham Village 
Conversation Area. There are a number of historic planning applications on this site, most 
recently for a single storey building, which was rejected in 2016 on grounds of impact on 
landscape, highways and design. 

This application for full planning permission has been submitted in parallel with a pre-
application submission. 

Comments: 

• There is evidence of a good start to understanding the exceptional landscape 
character setting. However, this does not yet translate into the architectural 
proposal, which appears underdeveloped. There is an opportunity to provide an 
exceptional building on this site, which actively enhances its setting in a sustainable 
way, supporting its unique landscape context whilst bringing welcomed employment 
to the area. This project has the potential to provide a positive amenity to both local 
residents and visitors. Although this is not a residential building, we recommend 
that the criteria under Paragraph 79 of the NPPF is referenced in order to assess 
the projects exceptional and exemplary quality. Any development on a sensitive site 
such as this should reach these standards. 

• The brief for the project could be really special. In line with Paragraph 79 criteria, 
there could be an innovative and ecological brief for an ‘agro-tourism’ project. The 
overall narrative of the scheme, relating to place, landscape, sustainability, function 
and community should be enhanced and at the forefront of the proposals. This 
scheme could benefit from a design review session or workshop in order to 
encourage greater design aspirations. 

• A landscape architect should be designing the site in far greater detail and depth, 
rather than simply providing assessment. The scheme is currently missing the 
landscape aspiration, which could be drawn from looking at local species, history of 



the downs, microclimates within the valley, and how buildings relate to their 
immediate and wider surroundings. 

• The proposed building appears to have been positioned in an appropriate location 
on the site, although further testing of other positions and orientations would be 
helpful in order to provide proper assessment. The views presented are useful, but 
would be better if they included the proposal where seen, which should be 
examined and developed in context. Long and short views should be explored in 
three dimensions in order to give a clearer impression of what the building appears 
like in the landscape. 

• The partial burying of the building underground appears to be a sensible solution; 
however, we encourage that the form of the building and its relationship to the 
ground should align with an overall narrative of place and landscape. Again, 
development through long and short three-dimensional views would greatly help the 
design process. 

• There is an opportunity to connect the approach and entrances into the scheme 
with existing walking and cycling routes or desirable viewpoints. This could 
encourage visitors to arrive by foot, which would not only provide a unique 
experience but also minimise the requirement for parking spaces on site, allowing 
the building to sit more comfortably within the landscape and reducing traffic 
disruption through the village. 

• The selected materials may not be appropriate to this site and brief. Metal cladding 
is neither a sustainable choice nor is it a common to the setting of Meopham. 
Instead, we recommend that some careful research is undertaken, in order that the 
spirit of the local vernacular could be understood and potentially translated into this 
project. This would involve looking carefully at isolated rural buildings in the area, 
noticing their orientation, relationship to topography, sunlight and wind, as well as 
their tectonic makeup and material structure. The project has the potential to 
capture the poetry of the Meopham Valley, which begins to arise through some of 
the early hand sketches but are lost in the later more technical drawings. This 
should be rediscovered again.

• Locally sourced materials could be sought, which could also form part of the 
innovation narrative for the project. Timber, if used, could be charred, stained or 
tarred in order to weatherproof it in a sustainable way. 

• A detailed and technical sustainability statement should be included as part of the 
proposal. 

Design South East (DSE) - 10th February 2020

This is the second time Design South East is reviewing this scheme. 

The Local Authority is seeking advice on the landscape and traffic impacts, as well as 
the design of the building. 

Comments: 

• The additional material provided by the applicant following our review in October 
does not provide the information requested, and therefore many of the points 
raised previously still stand. 



- The exceptional and exemplary quality of the design needs to be demonstrated 
on this sensitive site 
- This scheme could benefit from a design review session or workshop 
- Greater depth and detail for the landscape design across the entire site 
including car park/relief car park finishes landscaping; balancing retention pond 
and their impact on the landscape setting/context 
- Views to give a clear impression of the building in the landscape 
- Further detail of relationship of roof form and topography/landscape 
- Form, materiality & detailing 
- Sustainable design detail proposals 

These points are highly relevant if the principle of providing a building here for 
any use is to be found acceptable. 
 

• One of the fundamental issues of the proposal remains the access and the traffic 
it will generate. Whitehill Lane is very narrow; most of the traffic will be vehicular, 
staff, visitors, servicing etc.  as the opportunities for cycling and walking are 
limited for anyone who does not live in the area. As a result, it is likely the traffic 
and its impact on the lane could detrimentally alter the character of the area. 

• The quality of the route from the visitors’ car park to the shop/café entrance 
requires further detailed study/explanation.  There is a risk that this could be an 
unpleasant, dank/windy alleyway between the side of the wine production shed 
and the gabion retaining wall. 

• Given the sensitivity of the site, we are expecting to see a lot more detail on the 
SUDs, sustainability and energy strategy of this building. This needs to be 
developed before permission is granted, as it has to form part of the holistic 
design process and the narrative of introducing this new building on the site. 

• An example of this is the profile and orientation of the rooflights over the wine 
production area.  These are shown as south facing ‘saw tooth glazing’ on the 
drawings however, we are told they may need to face north to reduce solar gain.  
The impact of this needs exploration with regard to impact on setting, particularly 
as the roof will be prominent in most views. 

• The views that were previously requested have not been provided yet. Even 
though they have been identified as important, the applicant has not provided 
any information on how the proposed building will look in its context.  
Perspectives, photo montages and/or CGI’s of these views are fundamental in 
making an assessment of the quality of the building and understanding its 
relationship to setting. 

• Details of the building should be produced to a scale that is detailed enough to 
understand exactly what this building will look like. If the design team is 
proposing a high quality building, they need to demonstrate how they will 
achieve this with sections, details and materials, not with just with case studies. 
E.g., The DAS makes reference to Glenn Murcutt’s architecture and the way it 
‘feathers out’ at its edges to integrate with the landscape. We are told that this 
building will follow similar themes but no details are provided as to how this will 
be achieved.  

• Overall, we consider that the proposal still lacks the detail it requires to be fully 
assessed and its design quality has not yet been evidenced. 

Kent Downs AoNB Unit

The application site lies in the setting of the Kent Downs AONB. The application should 
therefore be tested against the purpose of the AONB designation, to conserve and 



enhance the natural beauty of the AONB, in line with paragraph 172 of the NPPF and 
policy CS12 of Gravesham’s adopted Local Plan Core Strategy.  

The primary legislation relating to AONBs, which underpins national planning policy, is 
set out in the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000.  Section 85 of this Act requires 
that in exercising any functions in relation to land in an AONB, relevant authorities, 
which include local authorities, shall have regard to the purpose of conserving and 
enhancing the natural beauty of the AONB. This is known as the ‘Duty of Regard’. 

Under the Countryside and Rights of Way Act, local authorities are required to prepare 
an AONB Management Plan which must “formulate the policies for the management of 
the AONB and for carrying out their functions in relation to it”.  The Kent Downs AONB 
Unit produces a Management Plan on behalf of the local authorities within the AONB. 
The Management Plan has been formally adopted by the local authorities in Kent in 
which the AONB occurs, including Gravesham Borough Council. The national Planning 
Policy Guidance revised last year, confirms that Management Plans can be a material 
consideration in planning decisions.

The Kent Downs AONB Management Plan, Second Revision 2014-2019 can be
downloaded at: 

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/explore-kent 
bucket/uploads/sites/7/2018/04/18113849/KDAONB-Management-Plan.pdf
 
The importance of the setting of the AONB is recognised in the Kent Downs AONB 
Management Plan 2014 to 2019. The Management Plan advises that the weight to be 
afforded to setting issues will depend on the significance of the impact with matters 
such as the size of the proposals, their distance and incompatibility with their 
surroundings likely to affect impact. Policy SD8 of the Management Plan states that: 

‘Proposals which negatively impact on the distinctive landform, landscape character, 
special characteristics and utilities, the setting and views to and from the AONB will be 
opposed unless they can be satisfactorily mitigated’. 

Further guidance on Setting is also provided in the Kent Downs AONB Units adopted 
Position Statement on Setting. 

The NPPG as amended last year, now also provides additional guidance on 
development affecting the setting of AONBs.  This confirms that land within the setting 
of AONBs often makes an important contribution to maintaining their natural beauty and 
that poorly located or designed development can do significant harm, stating that: 

‘This is especially the case where long views from or to the designated landscape is 
identified as important, or where the landscape character of land within and adjoining 
the designated area is complementary. Development within the settings of these areas 
will therefore need sensitive handling that takes these potential impacts into account.’ 

Gravesham’s adopted Core Strategy Local Plan also recognises the importance of 
setting to the AONB, with Policy CS12 requiring great weight to be given to the 
conservation and enhancement of the landscape and natural beauty of the Kent Downs 
AONB and its setting, and that proposals will take into account the AONB Management 
Plan. 

 Impacts on the Kent Downs AONB 

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/explore-kent%20bucket/uploads/sites/7/2018/04/18113849/KDAONB-Management-Plan.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/explore-kent%20bucket/uploads/sites/7/2018/04/18113849/KDAONB-Management-Plan.pdf


The site lies within the setting of the Kent Downs AONB by virtue of its proximity to the 
AONB, the inter-visibility between the site and the adjacent AONB and the fact the 
application site shares the same landscape characteristics of the adjacent AONB, being 
part of a dry valley that is so characteristic of the Kent Downs AONB and indeed is 
specifically referenced as one of its special characteristics and qualities.  

The LVIA concludes that there is limited intervisibility between the AONB and the site, 
as a result of topography and vegetation and we agree with this analysis.  The site is 
nevertheless visible from Public Footpath NS261 on the opposite side of the valley 
which is within the AONB (as acknowledge in the LVIA, Viewpoint 10).  However, the 
site is visible from other publicly accessible locations outside of the AONB boundary but 
in association with views of the AONB. Taking into account the shared landscape 
characteristics of the site and the adjacent AONB, being part of the same dry valley, 
these views also have the potential to impact on the landscape and scenic quality of the 
AONB, as set out in the Kent Downs AONB Unit’s adopted Position Statement on 
Setting.  

The site lies beyond the settlement boundaries of Meopham and the proposal would 
extend built development further southwards into the valley.  As the valley is mostly 
devoid of development, should the principle of a building to support the winery be found 
to be acceptable by the Council, we consider any new development should relate as 
closely as possible to existing built development so as to avoid an isolated form of 
development.  We therefore consider that any building should be located at the northern 
end of the site, as proposed, as this would relate to existing built development to the 
north. In our view, it would however, be preferable for any building to be sited lower 
down the valley-side, as this would limit the intervisibility of the site with the AONB and 
also reduce impacts from viewpoints on public rights of way to the south. 

In respect of the design of the winery, we consider the proposed materials to be 
appropriate to the site’s context. Black is a recessive colour and would help minimise 
impacts on longer views.  It also reflective of traditional agricultural buildings that were 
stained black using barn tar.  Care should be taken to ensure both the elevation 
cladding and roofing material has a matt, non-reflective materials.  

The proposed access track introduces an extensive engineered and urbanising feature 
into the undeveloped valley, although we note that landscaping is proposed to help 
mitigate the impacts of this, along with the formation of a bund. The bund however 
would introduce an engineered, obviously manmade feature that would contrast 
unfavourably with the slope of the valley side that would permanently change the 
topography of the landform.  In the event of permission being granted, landscaping of 
the bund will be essential to ensure that this feature is also appropriately mitigated.    

It will also be essential to ensure that increased activity associated with the use will not 
lead to significant additional traffic on Whitehill Road that could lead to damage.  This is 
a traditional sunken lane, most probably a former droveway that is a characteristic 
feature of the Kent Downs. The Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment 
Guidelines include conserving the characteristic narrow winding lanes and dense native 
hedgerows of this local area. Recognition and re-enforcement of special historic 
landscape character and the local distinctiveness of settlements, farmsteads, ancient 
routeways and buildings are specifically identified as an issue in the AONB 
Management Plan and maintaining the character of this rural lane is crucial as it 
contributes to the special quality of the countryside and landscape character of the 
AONB.  



The site lies in a remote, rural and tranquil location. Given the isolated nature of the site, 
it is considered important that the primary purpose of the facility should be associated 
with the production of wine and any recreational use to be limited to an ancillary one. 
The location is currently unlit and the introduction of any lighting would be detrimental to 
the dark night skies of the Kent Downs AONB.  Dark night skies comprise an element of 
tranquillity, which is recognised as one of the special character and qualities of the Kent 
Downs – see https://www.kentdowns.org.uk/about-us/special-characteristics/tranquility-
remoteness/.  It is also specifically covered in the AONB Management Policy SD7.  

Given the importance of retaining dark night skies, we would not expect any night time 
activities other than during essential key periods such as harvesting, but no recreational 
night time activity to enable the site to be dark at night with any lighting to be used only 
when essential for health and safety purposes.   

The site is designated as a Local Wildlife Site and it will be essential for the Council to 
ensure that the proposals have no detrimental impact on biodiversity. We note that 
opportunities for enhancing biodiversity within the site have been sought, in line with 
forthcoming biodiversity net gain policies as set out in the Government’s 25 Year 
Environment Plan.  The site has previously been identified as having a biodiversity 
opportunity for chalk grassland and the proposed inclusion of calcareous grassland 
within the site area is considered appropriate to the site’s context.

KCC Public Rights of Way & Access Service

Public Rights of Way NS258 may be affected by the application and therefore enclose a 
copy of the Public Rights of Way network map showing the definitive line of this path for 
your information.  

It is important to advise the applicants that a public right of way must not be stopped up, 
diverted, obstructed or the surface disturbed and there must be no encroachment on the 
current width, at any time now or in future.  This includes any building materials or 
waste generated during any of the construction phases. Please note that no furniture or 
fixtures may be erected on or across Public Rights of Way without the express consent 
of the Highways Authority.  

Meopham and District Footpaths Group (MDFG)

Notes that the area involved is unquestionably one of unspoilt, outstanding and 
particular importance in the Green Belt in the context of public rights of way.  MDFG 
appreciate considerable thought has been expended in producing the application and 
including respect for the public rights of way.

However, they conclude that the development in this Green Belt location is in essence 
an industrial and commercial one in an agricultural area and untenable given highway 
conditions.

Comments that no substantiating budget or financial viability statement has been 
included and would have expected a five-year extrapolation and is concerned that if it 
fails that the building could become a private housing conversion.

Notes that the area is subject to serious flooding and to deal with this the installation of 
services could be disruptive.

https://www.kentdowns.org.uk/about-us/special-characteristics/tranquility-remoteness/
https://www.kentdowns.org.uk/about-us/special-characteristics/tranquility-remoteness/


Any diversion or extinguishment of public rights of way would be unacceptable.

There appears to be fencing, unspecified, along the footpaths which would be 
unnecessary and unacceptable.  The paths should be 3m wide.   

Suggests that Meopham Village would be adversely affected, e.g. there would be a 
natural attempt to walk to the visitors centre after parking beside the Green.

The public road network is totally inadequate.  Whitehill Road is a single track road and 
the junction at the George PH is dangerous and the cut through via Cheyne Walk 
untenable.

The proposed use by lorries and the cars of visitors has been inadequately researched 
and this aspect is understated and impractical.  Suggest that the opinion of local 
residents should be sought.

The development would detract from the tranquil element of the Green Belt and would 
introduce significant congestion and health and safety risk on the road network.

The MDFG supports the growth of wine growing activity and the welcomes a more 
satisfactory way forward at this site.

Meopham and District Footpaths Group (MDFG) - Additional Comments 

Advises that it is essential that paths continue to comply with legal requirements and full 
regard is paid to health and safety for users

There is concern at the crossing of the vehicular access by users of the PROW will 
create a substantial risk to walkers.

Gravesham Rights of Way Committee

Their members have concerns about the effect the development will have on the safety 
and convenience of users of public Footpath NS258. The new access road will cross 
the public right of way meaning users will have to cross a road used predominantly by 
motorised vehicle traffic. The applicant does not appear to have taken measures to 
protect the safety of the footpath user. 

They would also like to see the removal of any unnecessary furniture along the route. 
Stiles and gates previously used to keep in livestock should be removed to allow easier 
access to those less physically able.

Dartford and Gravesham Ramblers Association

It is unclear exactly how the applicant intends to deal with the public footpaths affected 
by this vineyard development. 

According to the plan PL21 the open cross field public rights of way are to be enclosed 
with field fencing with no indication of height, width or type. However, there is no need 
for fencing at all as there are no livestock considerations and the path should be at least 
a minimum of 3 metres wide to accommodate the needs of the public and their 



enjoyment of using the routes which they have had for decades and should be taken 
into consideration if approved.

A new path has been indicated on the plan, which would be unacceptable as a diversion 
of existing public rights of way as the applicant is aware from a previous application.

No diversions or extinguishments would be acceptable.

So is this new path to be an additional public right of way which branches off into a 
seating area?

Currently Whitehill Road is a relatively quiet lane used by cyclists and equestrians and 
the Winery is intended to attract visitors, increasing vehicular traffic and delivery lorries. 
It isn't clear if the application is for light industrial or retail and would have some impact 
on this area of natural beauty.

Dickens Country Protection Society (DCPS)

The Society notes that the site is in an area where Green Belt policies apply and an 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.  The Society is concerned about the impact of the 
proposal on the local landscape and the potential for increased traffic on Whitehill Road 
which is narrow, with poor vertical and horizontal alignment.  We also recognise the 
proposal is tied to the land use and could bring some benefits to the local community.

On balance the DCPS consider the proposal to be acceptable but to limit the impact of 
the development 

Council for the Protection of Rural England (CPRE) 

1. HISTORY

1.1 The previous owner of the site converted a large agricultural building into a 
detached house and another agricultural building was then erected on the vineyard site. 
1.2 A previous similar application for another building on this site was rejected and this 
application should also be rejected on the grounds below.
1.3 The current owner is fully aware of the planning history of the vineyard as they have 
included it in their Design and access statement.

2. HIGHWAYS

2.1 Whitehill Road is only 3 metres wide and comprises of many bends covered by 
dense vegetation and extremely high banks topped with hedges and trees which gives 
poor sight lines. Over the years there have regularly been motoring accidents. 
2.2 The road has no footpath and is frequently used by cyclists, pedestrians, and horse 
riders. 
2.3 Where the proposed access track meets Whitehill Road this point is the bottom of a 
valley with steep gradients to the north and south. This section of road is prone to 
severe flooding.
2.4 The access point being so close to a blind bend would make this road even more 
dangerous. 
2.5 The main route into Whitehill Road would be via The Street from the A227. This 
junction is a well-known accident black spot, where there have been fatalities. The road 



is classified ‘Unsuitable for Long Vehicles’. This junction is opposite the George pub and 
bounded by two other listed buildings. 
2.6 The only other alternative route to the site from the A227 would be via Cheyne Walk 
which is a quiet residential area and is not suitable for large commercial vehicles. 
2.7 When the guide hut is in use cars are parked both sides of The Street it is reduced 
to a single-track road and that is so narrow that vehicles struggle to get through.
2.8 To the south, the A227 can only be accessed by an exceptionally long route through 
country lanes so it must be assumed that virtually all vehicles would access the site via 
The Street from the A227.
2.9 It is virtually impossible to estimate the number of vehicle movements from the 
information supplied.
2.10 The transport mitigation measure put forward by the applicant fails to address the 
safety concerns. Therefore, it is not compliant with Gravesham policy CS11 and Section 
2 and 9 of the NPPF as it is not a sustainable development.
2.11 Given the number of vehicle movements this commercial development could 
generate we are surprised that a transport plan was not submitted especially 
considering the number of vulnerable road users using Whitehill Road.
2.12 From the Design and Access Statement it is not clear what will happen to the spoil 
dug out from the site. If it is to be removed from the site, the required HGV movements 
will cause a major highways hazard. Large amounts of mud being deposited on a 
narrow road next to a blind bend and the base of a steep hill would in itself create a 
major highways hazard.

IN SUMMARY

The application fails to provide safe access and egress from the site or on to the A227 
so we would urge that this application be rejected. The increase in commercial lorries 
which would be required to bring bottles, grapes and other supplies required for a café/ 
restaurant in and out of the site on such a narrow road regularly used by horse riders, 
cyclist and pedestrians on a narrow steep road that is prone to flooding means that the 
development would create a high risk to human and animal life. All the above factors 
also mean that the access and egress route is not suitable for this development as it 
would compromise road safety putting lives at risk.

3. EXEMPTION SITE

3.1 There are no grounds for declaring this an exceptional exemption site as there is no 
proven need and it fails to meet any of the required criteria whilst offering no real benefit 
to the local area and would cause major harm to the Green Belt. 
3.2 Volumes of wine will be bottled from grapes not grown at this site and therefore this 
building should be classed as a commercial bottling plant. At a maximum of 14.5 acres 
there is no requirement for the wine to be bottled on site. This also means it does not 
comply with section 6 of the NPPF.
3.3 As this is a commercial site Para 145 of the NPPF does not apply.
3.4 Given that this application fails to provide safe access and egress by road it can not 
be classed as sustainable development under council policy CS01
3.5 The low number of jobs being created does not means the application qualifies as 
an exemption site especially as other jobs could be jeopardised in the area.
3.6 Meopham is well served by places to eat and drink so the café / restaurant would 
merely be extra competition for existing businesses in the area.
3.7 There are premises close to the vineyard that could be used as an alternative 
location for wine tasting. Using existing empty properties should always be encouraged 
by the council rather than building new ones even if this means a change of use.



3.8 Given the large amount of acreage of vines growing in the area the demand for 
vineyard tours must be at best questionable. 

4. GREENBELT

4.1 This application is in clear breach of the NPPF so planning permission should be 
rejected on the grounds that it is inappropriate development in the greenbelt. Para 145 
applies to agricultural building whereas this application is for a commercial / retail/ 
hospitality building. Under Para 144 the application we believe should be rejected.
4.2 This application is in clear breach of the Local Plan so planning permission should 
be rejected on the grounds that it is inappropriate development in the greenbelt. (Policy 
CS02)
4.3 Given the application is in breach of national planning policy provision for 
diversification in Gravesham local plan policies CS02 AND CS07 do not apply.
4.4 The application area has an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (policy CS12) to 
the east and Conservation area (policy CS20) to the west, partially including Meopham 
Village. In the northern portion of the site is a Local Wildlife Site (Policy CS12) 
supporting wildlife and chalk grassland. The development would adversely impact on 
these areas so planning permission should be refused.
4.5 This is not an agricultural building rather an commercial plant with the addition of 
retail and hospitality ancillary units. The building itself will cover an area of 0.25 acre, 
and will protrude 4.5 metres out of the hillside.  The total area of the site affected is 1.19 
hectares. It would be visible from footpaths, homes and the adjacent Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) in an idyllic area that is currently devoid of any 
building. The damage this application would do to the AONB is of major concern to us.
4.6 The proposed access track and parking areas would seriously damage this unspoilt 
landscape completely changing the whole valley. No thought has been given to their 
impact in the application. 
4.7 There are local residents that would be impacted by this commercial development 
especially considering it includes an outdoor restaurant. The nearest home is 26 meters 
away.
4.8 The commercial unit being in a valley means that noise generated from the site and 
vehicles accessing and egressing the site will be amplified destroying the tranquil 
setting of the AONB. 
4.9 The applicant states that it would not affect the openness of the Greenbelt. This 
ignores the impact of buildings with an access road and parking areas. 
4.10 Chalk grass land is a nationally highly valued and very beautiful fragile landscape. 
It is not clear just how damaging digging into the chalk hillside would be but there is a 
high risk that it would cause major damage to the ecosystem in the area. There is no 
mention of any assessment being carried out on this in the documents relating to this 
application
4.11 It is in breach of NPPF Para 124 as there has not been a proper consultation with 
local residents, and the proposal is inappropriate development in the Greenbelt. 

5. OTHER REASONS FOR CONCERN

5.1 The new track from the entrance cuts across the public footpath NS258 that joins 
the site near the field entrance, which will create a hazard to this well-used Public 
Rights of Way (PRoW).  
5.2 The area is known to be rich in wildlife and wild plants such as orchids and badgers 
which are protected by law, but no mention has been made of this in the application. 
5.3 No Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) appears to have been done which 
given the sites location in the Greenbelt and adjoining A.O.N.B we believe should have 
been available.



5.4 With no E.I.A there is no reference to noise and light pollution which given the 
location could impact on the area considerably. Light pollution has been proven to 
negatively impact on wildlife. 

CONCLUSION

This application is for a commercial/ retail/ hospitality unit in the Greenbelt in clear 
breach of the GBC local plan and NPPF. The applicant has creatively interpreted the 
NPPF and Gravesham Local Plan Policies. The application would have a major adverse 
impact of highway safety, environment, and local residents. Under planning law, we 
believe that Gravesham councillors should reject this application. Should this application 
be approved it would create a precedent. 

Produced in Kent 

Produced in Kent is pleased to offer its support for the planning application being made 
by The Meopham Valley Vineyard. The provision of a winery and visitor centre on the 
site will help to create a sustainable future for this business. 

Produced in Kent is a trade membership organisation dedicated to championing local 
food, drink, products and services in Kent. It provides vital support to a wide range of 
businesses that in turn, provide essential rural employment and are at the economic 
heart of our local communities.   

Kentish Wine has rightly gained a worldwide reputation as a high quality product and 
one that brings significant economic benefit to the county. Notably it brings inward 
tourism investment, not just to the vineyards themselves but the wider Kent economy 
through overnight stays, food & drink and visits to other attractions.

Defra’s report into Rural Tourism and Local Food and Drink -15th February 2016, states 
there are clear benefits:

“Total tourism expenditures on local food and drink have been estimated to total £2.6 
billion across England in 2013, of which £1.4 billion was estimated to be spent in rural 
areas.”

The report considers food and drink to be at the heart of thriving rural economies and 
Produced in Kent has seen a significant rise in interest in locally produced goods from 
within the county, the UK and further afield.

Vineyard tours and tastings provide a quality led tourism offer, often involving other local 
producers. Onsite catering and retail involving other local suppliers benefit a much wider 
area through the supply chain.

The expansion in wine production will mean the grape harvest can be processed on 
site, creating both employment and greater control over the finished product. With more 
land under vine that ever there is growing pressure and reduction in contract pressing 
availability. 

Our farmers, growers and viticulturists are the custodians of our countryside and work 
tirelessly to protect it. It is after all in their interest for the land to be both productive and 
protected. It is however necessary to make this possible by creating a sustainable 
commercial business.



We firmly believe Kent needs more committed and entrepreneurial businesses like The 
Meopham Valley Vineyard and wholeheartedly support this application.

National Farmers Union

The NFU champions British agriculture and horticulture, to campaign for a stable and 
sustainable future for our farmers and growers.  Supports the application submitted on 
behalf of the Bassi family who have been NFU members since taking on the vineyard in 
2014. 

Impressed by the passion that the applicants clearly have for their business. Their 
succession of awards bear testament to their production skills and the quality of their 
grapes. 

As the business currently does not have any processing or storage facilities of their 
own, this has so far been arranged on a contract basis.  Notes that the business 
recently lost 40% of their crop due to insufficient processing capacity.  Clearly the 
business needs to secure access to their own processing facilities in order to ensure 
they can avoid this major risk in future. It is from this perspective that the application 
should be seen, as the proposal will secure their ability to control their production 
process, underpinning the viability of the whole enterprise. 

Wine production is well known for having a strong alignment with the visitor economy, 
where wine tasting and wine tours are integral part of the business model. Having the 
capacity to be able to market your product direct to consumers and purchasers is 
especially important in the wine industry, where so much of the value of the product 
relates to the conditions in which wines are grown, made and stored (the terroir). In this 
context the continuing establishment of this business really depends on creating a 
visitor facility. Not only does this allow the business to develop their own market 
position, but also creates a valuable community asset for those living locally.  

As you are likely to be aware, South East England is the epicentre of our emergent 
viticulture industry, with significant wine houses investing in the region and local 
research bodies such as NIAB East Malling now focussing on supporting the sector.  
Production of English wine doubled from 2014 to 2018 when 13 million bottles were 
produced, and it is expected production will reach around 40 million bottles of wine per 
year within the next 20 years. Aligned with this strong forecast growth, we can expect a 
significant increase in employment, estimated at around 30,000 additional jobs in the 
industry by 2040, mostly focussed on the South East region. 
It is businesses like the Meopham Valley Vineyard that have a genuine opportunity to 
create significant employment and economic growth, both in their own operations and 
through generating opportunities in the wider economy. It is for this reason that we 
believe the application should be supported by Gravesham Borough Council, as it is 
both a community asset and an environmentally sustainable enterprise with significant 
capacity to generate local jobs and growth.

Meopham Village Action Group

Development is Industrial and Commercial, Not Agricultural. 

A huge bulk of this development is for industrial and commercial premises, rather than 
an agricultural building connected to the applicant’s own grape production. 



The plans include:
- a restaurant for up to 30 indoor diners and a further 30 outdoor;
- a shop selling deli items like meat and cheese;
- a storage area for ‘event gazebos’ (the applicant has said in several press outlets 

that he wants to hold weddings and private and corporate functions); 
- a large kitchen area. 

Neither a restaurant nor a shop – let alone an events venue – afford the ‘very special 
circumstances’ that are required for granting planning permission in their own right in 
Green Belt. 

In the 2016 application, the building was designed to hold up to 13,000 litres of wine.
In the 2020 application, the building can hold up to 338,000 litres of wine. This is 26 
times the original storage capacity for fewer vines. 
Even using the applicant’s ‘high yield’ figure he will produce 72,500 bottles (which is 
exceedingly unrealistic according to average yield figures collated by the International 
Cool Climate Wine Symposium - i.e., just under 51,000 litres. This leaves more than 
287,000 litres of wine capacity.

The sheer scale of this means that many more tonnes of grapes from other vineyards 
could be brought on to the site than the plans claim; the applicant can effectively 
contract his wine production facilities out to other vineyards. 

This industrial/commercial venture does not provide ‘very special circumstances’ for 
building on the Green Belt.

The lack of clarity has impacts on the traffic that will be generated and, as the use is not 
agricultural, there are no ‘very special circumstances’ for building on Green Belt (NPPF 
143).

Nothing in this development ‘clearly outweighs’ the harm it will cause to the Happy 
Valley Green Belt (NPPF 144).  If such a large proportion of the grapes he can process 
are to be brought in from other vineyards, there is no justification for this development to 
be near his own vines. ‘A planning authority should regard the construction of new 
buildings as inappropriate development to the Green Belt’ (NPPF 145)

Unclear Benefit to Rural Economy. 

The report from Rural Planning claims that the proposal is ‘cogent in principal’ but 
accepts it does not have access to financial budgeting or a viability appraisal.  However, 
according publicly available records at Companies House, the applicant currently has 
no paid staff, a likely loss of £16,000 and net debts of £85,000.  Are his business plans 
actually viable or does a huge swathe of Green Belt stand to be sacrificed in vain? 

The figures he uses to justify the sheer scale of the development are also dubious.
In his 2016 planning application, the applicant said:

- His 5 acres of vines produced around 5,000 bottles.
- He planned to increase vines coverage 17.5 acres to produce around 15,000 

bottles. 

In the 2020 application, the applicant says:

- His 5 acres of vines produce between 15,000 and 25,000 bottles. 



- He plans to increase his vines to cover 14.5 acres to produce between 43,500 and 
72,500 bottles.

These figures could indicate that the applicant is seeking to infer that his own vines 
can/will produce far more wine than is likely. Is this to try and justify the huge size of the 
plant he wants to build which is far, far bigger than the one he applied to build (and was 
refused) in 2016? 

A planning application submitted in 2013 by the previous vineyard owner, xxxxx, sought 
to convert a barn on the site into a winery.

In section 3 (Design), the previous owner stated that to justify the ‘costly operation’ of 
setting up a winery he would have to bring in fruit from other growers and transport it 
back out bottled. 
Employment opportunities for locals are also open to doubt. He says there are currently 
‘2 FT and 2 PT giving a total FT equivalent of 5’ – these numbers don’t add up and 
besides according to his accounts he has no paid staff.  This therefore casts doubt on 
the proposed numbers of ’12 FT and 7PT giving a total FT equivalent of 19’ (which 
again don’t add up).

Last September the vineyard owners appealed on their Facebook page for volunteers to 
help harvest the grapes.

There is no clear economic benefit to be gained by allowing this development to go 
ahead. The projections aren’t based on sound figures.

Noise, Air, Light Pollution. 

The applicant plans a seven-day operation commencing at 6.30am on six of those days, 
so the impact on neighbours, walkers and wildlife who currently enjoy the peacefulness 
of the valley and the AONB will be unacceptably high.  

Restaurant noise alone (talking, kitchen, cutlery and crockery etc) can reach 97.5 dB (A) 

Glass bottling plants can create noise up to 100 dB (A) 

Full-length glass sliding doors leading out onto a terrace are proposed. Any noise from 
both the restaurant and bottling plant will echo around the otherwise tranquil valley and 
be amplified.  

The potential wine storage capacity in the development indicates that the applicant will 
be able to manufacture far more wine than he has stated and thus run the bottling line 
more frequently. As there is no bottling plant in the designs, one can presume that a 
mobile bottling plant could be used which will operate in the open air, creating maximum 
disturbance.

Further noise will be created by delivery vehicles arriving/departing and 
loading/unloading; reversing bleeps from lorries and fork lift trucks; visitors’ cars arriving 
and their doors slamming.

Air and light pollution will also affect people and wildlife in this area – an area which is 
currently devoid of both. 



The applicant claims that the restaurant will only be open at weekends.  For it to 
function cost-effectively and justify the large kitchen area in the plans, the real intention 
must be for the restaurant to open as much as possible.

Happy Valley is currently undisturbed by sustained noise, air or light pollution from 
human sources due to an absence of building and main roads and therefore this 
development is NOT ‘appropriate for its location’ (NPPF 180). The likely effects 
(including culminative effects) of pollution on health, living conditions and the natural 
environment are high, rendering a new development of this kind inappropriate. This is a 
tranquil area that has remained relatively undisturbed by noise and is prized for its 
recreation and amenity value for this reason. 

A noise assessment of the potential impacts of both the factory and restaurant – and the 
traffic they create – is needed before any planning decision can be made.

Pre-Planning Advice
The height and size of the building have increased significantly since the pre-planning 
advice was sought, rendering much of it void.

Access via Whitehill Road. 

This same access was one of the grounds upon which the 2016 application was refused 
and nothing about the access point has changed since then.  However, the scope and 
ambition of the development has increased wildly. 

The 2016 application was for a simple building with just 426.3m2 of internal space that 
was to hold a maximum of 13,000 litres of wine.  

This current 2020 application is for a huge factory with the potential to hold up to 
338,000 litres of wine plus a restaurant and shop and the potential to hold private 
events. The sheer size has impacts on traffic in terms of visitors, deliveries, staff etc. 

To gain access onto Whitehill Road, traffic has to enter and leave via the dangerous 
junction at The George/Wrotham Road or go through the Cheyne Walk residential 
estate. 

There have been 66 reported accidents involving 126 cars and 100 injured people – 
including three fatalities – in the area relevant to the development in the years 1999-
2019. 

The three fatalities were on Wrotham Road; significantly they were at The George, at 
the junction with Cheyne Walk and at the Kings Arms, all areas that will be directly 
impacted by traffic.

Four of the recorded accidents were on Whitehill Road in the vicinity of the proposed 
development and another two nearer The Street. These figures are only of accidents 
that were reported to police and involved injuries; there are countless more bumps and 
scrapes. 

The access issues can’t be mitigated. According to Kent Downs AONB: ‘Maintaining the 
character of this rural lane is crucial as it contributes to the special quality of the 
countryside and landscape character of the AONB.’ 

In the Gravesham Character Assessment Guidelines, am aim for Meopham Downs is 
‘(To) conserve characteristic narrow winding lanes and dense native hedgerow.’



Trip Numbers. 

The applicant’s trip numbers are vastly underplayed. They do not include: staff for the 
shop; visitors to the shop; deliveries to the factory, restaurant and shop; staff for the 
restaurant; visitors to the restaurant; wine tour guests who choose to arrive by car; 
guests attending ‘events and weddings’; maintenance workers and cleaners; the huge 
amount of grapes which could be brought on to the site for processing; wine deliveries 
leaving the site; visits by business contacts and partners; seasonal workers; mobile 
bottle filling equipment if required; mobile disgorgement equipment for sparkling wine.  

A member of MVAG who has analysed data in depth estimates that this development 
could create more than 48,000 trips along Whitehill Road a year (we have a breakdown 
of these figures if desired) – a huge and potentially dangerous number along a rural, 
single-track road. 

Car Parking. 

Allocation is completely inadequate.  This could lead to vehicles being parked 
dangerously on Whitehill Road. If parking allocation is increased it will cause an even 
bigger eyesore visible from footpaths crossing the adjacent AONB and will impact on 
the openness of Happy Valley.

Sustainable Transport Plan Unlikely to Work.

Public transport in Meopham is poor. There are no buses on Sundays. At times the train 
service is withdrawn at the weekends and a lengthy and cumbersome replacement bus 
service installed instead due to engineering works. 

The Kent Travel Report (2011) noted that an increasing reliance on the car in the Kent 
Downs was partly thought to be because people perceived roads to be dangerous for 
walking and cycling. 

The KCC Road Safety (2012) Campaign stated that rural roads accounted for 2/3 of 
road fatalities and the issue of heavy lorries on the small roads in the Kent Downs was 
constantly being flagged.

In the Meopham Parish Plan (2008) the general observation was that private transport 
was indispensable as public transport was so poor. In reality most visitors will want to 
arrive by car so this proposal does not have a sustainable transport plan.

Substantial Badger Activity.

There are three badger setts on the boundary of the site and substantial badger activity 
leading from the roadside, up the bank and on to the site. 

Para 177 of the NPPF says ‘the presumption in favour of sustainable development does 
not apply where the plan or project is likely to have a significant effect on a habitat’s 
site…unless an appropriate assessment has concluded that the plan or project will not 
adversely affect the integrity of the habitat’s site.’ An Environmental Impact Assessment 
must be carried out.

Harm to the Character of the Natural Environment.

The development will swallow up 3 acres of open Green Belt.



It will harm rather than enhance the landscape and scenic beauty of Happy Valley and 
will be an eyesore visible from the adjacent AONB – and is therefore contrary to NPPF 
170 and 172. 

Utilities. 

On a practical level, how is a development of this size proposing to link up with power 
and drainage? Houses on the lower part of Whitehill Road adjacent to the site are not 
on mains drainage and water pressure is currently already very low.  

Taking all this into consideration, this planning application is contrary to para 8 
of the NFFP which sets out the overarching objectives of the planning system. It 
is also contrary to para 84 which states that it should be ensured that 
‘…development is sensitive to its surroundings (and) does not have an 
unacceptable impact on local roads…’.

The representations of Meopham Village Action Group above are also accompanied by 
a Transport Report (produced by Leslie Brown Associates.  The summary and 
conclusions of the report are:

 This Transport Statement has been prepared to accompany and support 
objections raised by our clients, to the proposed development of the site 
accessed from the western side of Whitehill Road.   

 
 The local road network has been reviewed and driven; measurements have 

been taken plus a review of the topographical surveys plans and PROW network 
clearly show the site is on a steep hill.  

 
 Whitehill Road is a single track road for over 400m in length, from the northern 

approach, with limited forward visibility due to the curve in the road alignment, 
and sight lines that are below recommended standards.  

 
 The development has to reduce hillside gradients from 1 in 6 to 1 in 20 so as to 

get vehicles to service the unit, at the top of the steep hill. The reduction in 
gradients has come about by cutting into the hillside and also requires the 
provision of high bunding with the excavated material. 

 
 The new levels and berms will have to excavate large volumes of spoil to 

address current steep gradients. This will affect surface water drainage close to 
Whitehill Road. Providing a new build into the hillside will also require mass 
excavatory works, concrete retaining walls plus large landscape engineering 
works.    

 
 Providing an access that cannot accommodate low loaders for large excavators, 

cannot accommodate articulated HGV’s for concrete flooring and roof trusses 
may only lead to damage to the highway, may cause further damage to nearby 
neighbouring timber boundary fences and walls; plus may lead to parking on the 
highway and within the local residential estate roads.  Construction staff 
numbers and on-site parking during the build will also be visible from afar.  

 
 The traffic report states adjoining roads are 6m in width, which is incorrect which 

highlights inconsistences in the reports.   
 



 The development is premature and will result in a major impact upon highway 
capacity, the safe and free flow of traffic in the area and consequential impact 
upon highway safety. 

 
 The development traffic impacts are severe, by construction and associated site 

operational traffic. Hence, the development will not accord with Local Plan and 
NPPF policies.  

 
 Hence based on the limited evidence-based submission by the applicant, in 

NPPF terms policy 109 (Transport) the development impacts are high hence the 
development should be refused.  

Publicity and Representations

Extent of the Neighbour Notification/Publicity 

1.2 This application was publicised by a site notice and a press notice as a major 
development, and as development affecting a public right of way.  Additional notices 
were posted on site and the notice was amended following the original publication.

1.3 In addition notification by a neighbour letter (and for which the notification area was also 
subsequently extended) were sent to a total of 60 surrounding properties. 

Representations Objecting to the Development 

1.4 A total of circa 1300 representations were received objecting to the development in the 
form of either individual objections (by email, post or public access) or a circular type 
letter.

1.5 The following is a summary of the comments and concerns set out in the in the region of 
650 individual responses received:

Impact on Green Belt and Conflict with Planning Policies 

 Inappropriate development in the Green Belt;
 Building on Green Belt is wrong;
 The Green Belt is fast disappearing; 
 The development could all be produced and bottled elsewhere and not in the Green 

Belt;
 Development will cause great visual harm contrary to the purpose of a Green Belt;
 The associated hardstanding and proposed access track would appear as 

conspicuous and prominent within the Green Belt in a location where there is an 
absence of buildings;

 The development would impact on the openness of the countryside and the Green 
Belt; it is a Green Lung;

 It is not an agricultural building but an industrial premise with the addition of 
commercial ancillary units;

 There are no exceptional circumstances or very special circumstances that 
necessitate building on Green Belt land;

 The mention of a storage problems, theft and the bonded warehouse 25 miles away 
and similar 'justifications', while understandable, hardly provide justification or very 
special circumstances;



 Building on the Green Belt is not outweighed by the benefits to the local economy 
there being very many local cafes/restaurants vying for customers in Meopham;

 The proposal does not fit with any of the Council’s Strategic Objectives SO1, SO8, 
SO9, and SO14, or their associated policies;

 The development is wholly inconsistent with national and local policies and 
protections for Green Belt and other irreplaceable countryside in Gravesham;

 The parcel of land in the Green Belt significantly contributes towards safeguarding 
the countryside from encroachment. It also has a role in preventing the merging of 
settlements.

 The proposed development by reason of its footprint, massing, associated hard 
standing, car park areas and proposed extent of access track would appear as 
conspicuous and prominent within the Green Belt in a location where there is an 
absence of built development. The harm caused by the proposed development 
would not be outweighed by the proposed agricultural use and economic benefits to 
the rural economy and is therefore contrary to paragraph 88 of the National Planning 
Policy Framework March 2012 and Policy CS02 of Gravesham Local Plan Core 
Strategy;

Impact on Agricultural Land

 The development would be on high quality agricultural land;
 The development will be a change of use from agricultural land to a full commercial 

facility, with substantial new commercial buildings; it far exceeds the definition of 
permitted agricultural development;

 The proposal is described as agricultural; it is most certainly not. It is a factory 
housed in a very big tin shed; it is not an entirely agriculture based business; A plant 
is by definition a factory;

 Crushing, fermentation, filtering, blending, bottling and packaging operations are not 
an agricultural process;

 Any activities should relate to wine production and not recreation, raising the 
question as to whether this development should be considered to be an agricultural 
building.

 A farmer who grows sweet corn wouldn’t be allowed to build a factory for canning 
next to his crops for ease and to save time and money;

 There are serious discrepancies in terms of grape production and bottling shown in 
the current design statement compared with what was stated for 2016;

 The current five acres of vines that the applicant has does not justify a wine 
production line of this size, nor a visitor centre of this size; the applicant seeks to 
transport in grapes from other vineyards to supplement wine production;

 A development of this size and cost cannot be justified by the output of the on-site 
vineyard which would require a plant of this size for only 2 or 3 weeks a year. The 
short UK season will not extend that by much so it is clear that the only way this 
could be viable is if it was used to process bulk loads of wine imported from France 
and other locations.  This is inferred in the proposal: "The winery may also take on 
some contract wine making for other vineyards or wineries to supplement the 
income from its own production" and "Grapes brought in for contract winemaking";

Landscape, Character and Visual Impacts

 Spoils an area loved by Meopham people;
 Destruction of the countryside; it is part of the Garden of England;
 Proposal is for a factory which is out of character; 



 Use Class B2 General Industrial is not acceptable in the countryside;
 The application does not address the appearance from the opposite slope of the 

valley;
 It is an area of/adjacent to the Kent Downs area of outstanding natural beauty 

(AoNB) and is unspoilt;
 It is rare landscape of Chalk Down Land which is fast disappearing, and Kent has 

some the largest area of this type of landscape in the U.K.;
 This is a traditional sunken lane that is a characteristic feature of the Kent Downs;
 The Gravesham Landscape Character Assessment Guidelines include conserving 

the characteristic narrow winding lanes and dense native hedgerows of this local 
area; Impact on the Harvel Wooded Downs Landscape Character Area;

 Recognition and re- enforcement of special historic landscape character and the 
local distinctiveness of settlements, farmsteads, ancient routeways and buildings are 
specifically identified as an issue in the AONB Management Plan and maintaining 
the character of this rural lane is crucial as it contributes to the special quality of the 
countryside and landscape character of the AONB;

 The character of the area must be conserved;
 The character is also derived from the peace and tranquillity of the area;
 It is vital to preserve, now more than ever, particularly those areas free from 

buildings with unspoilt landscapes such as that of the Happy Valley providing better 
air quality and places for peaceful relaxation/leisure, and because of its idyllic setting 
and clean fresh air many more walkers are using and returning to the walks through 
and around Happy Valley during the present Covid-19 pandemic;

 Valued green spaces should be protected;
 The development would not preserve or enhance the landscape or natural beauty of 

the area;
 Whilst the building will be partly hidden the car park, access track and overflow car 

park will be highly visible;
 There will be substantial changes to the natural topography of Meopham Valley, with 

significant engineered landscaping, out of character with the surroundings, and 
prominent within the rural setting; the natural landscape of steep gradients within 
Meopham Valley, would be severely compromised with the proposed works and 
significant engineered landscaping.

 This valley is named to local residents Happy Valley for good reason - it brings 
happiness and joy to all ages of the community.  It’s a beautiful spot to walk across 
all year round and the scenery never fails to delight;

 The theoretical visibility study is a tad rose tinted. The development will be visible in 
all directions, well beyond the confines shown on the map, and particularly during 
the winter months;

 The descriptions of the visitor centre as outlined in the addendum to the Design and 
Access Statement are far from reassuring. For example, “Viewed from afar the 
facility should come across as a dark, mysterious anomaly on the landscape…” The 
definition of an anomaly is something that deviates from what is standard, normal, or 
expected, which precisely supports the argument that this is not an acceptable, nor 
appropriate development within the proposed natural and rural location. In addition, 
it is also described within the statement as “…half-buried into the ground like a 
stealth bomber”. Again, supporting the argument that this building, standing 4.5 m 
above the ground, would be incongruous within the proposed setting.

 The building will be two storeys high with almost 5m protruding out of the hillside 
and a visible eyesore from adjacent footpaths, homes nearby and afar, and the 
AONB, in an idyllic area currently devoid of buildings, other than the small 
machinery shed actually within the vineyard, and being grey will not allow it to blend 
with the area;



 Photographs contained within the addendum to the Design and Access Statement of 
similarly constructed buildings, whilst having their own obvious merits, are 
appropriate within their own environments, and are, therefore, of no consequence 
when the main opposition to this application is the proposed siting of the 
development. The valley is currently devoid of any other built development and its 
intrinsic value is that it currently provides an interrupted opportunity for people to 
connect with nature and enjoy the beauty of the outdoors;

 The visitor centre is designed with wrap-around, full-height glass doors/panels. 
Given that these are south and east facing, they will reflect sunlight and appear 
extremely conspicuous;

 The development due to its bulk and mass would be visually damaging to the 
landscape;

 The siting is inappropriate and unsympathetic to the appearance and character of 
the area;

 The building will have footprint of 0.26 acres;
 The building does not resemble an agricultural building;
 The hardstanding, parking and access track will physically dominate the location 

and would be totally alien to the open countryside;
 The nearest dwelling to the building will only be 26m away; 
 Adverse impact on the Conservation area of Meopham Green; inevitably there will 

be visitors drawn by the publicity who will drive to Meopham Green and use the 
already very restricted area for parking;

 The development will spoil the “authenticity and heritage” of Meopham Village is that 
it is a unique rural setting on top of the North Downs;

 Widening the road for highway reasons would involve destroying hedgerows and 
ruin the special rural character of the area;

 The current level of traffic on Whitehill Road is already dangerously destroying 
banks and verges along Whitehill Road. On the banks on both sides of the land 
leading down the hill to the development there are several mature trees with vast 
exposed roots where the chalk has been eroded to create passing places. Any 
increase in traffic on this narrow road - particularly of larger vehicles - will cause 
further erosion and compromise safety;

 The additional traffic on The Street could cause damage to listed buildings;
 The DAS states that the walls and roof would be clad in matt black as being 

recessive and blend in well with against the backdrop of trees and hedgerow; a 
shade of green to match the surrounding grass and vines would be preferable;

 Putting grass on a roof does not make this fit in;
 The bunding to the driveway could be a visual intrusion; they are man-made and 

totally out of character in the unspoiled landscape;
 The track will still be visible from higher points in the valley and the fact that 

vehicular access is screened by trees demonstrates the poor visibility at the point of 
access onto the one-track Whitehill Road. Not to mention the fact that it will take a 
number of years for a newly-planted hedge to grow.

 The car park and over-spill car park will still be completely visible.
 The site plan shows fences alongside public footpaths NS258 and NS260. These 

are totally unnecessary. Paths through other local vineyards and orchards are not 
fenced in this way. No details of the type of fences planned appear to have been 
given and these could ruin the views from these paths and spoil the general 
landscape.

Traffic and Parking Impacts

      Nature of the Access Lanes



 Whitehill Road is a narrow country lane and single track road; the road at Whitehill is 
a narrow sunken lane typical of roads in North Kent, it has only passing places on 
two steep hills and a narrow winding road towards Harvel;

 The site access is approached from a steep hill, there is no street lighting or 
footway; the road surface is poor;

 Routes from the site to the south would be through David Street and Harvel village 
again on narrow and winding single track lanes, and neither suitable for long 
vehicles or HGVs;

 Speed of traffic is a concern and hazards to highway safety;
 The road is used by horse riders, walkers, children walking to school and cyclists;
 In winter time the lane is littered with tree and flint debris and floods badly at the bottom 

near Clijon Farm; we struggle as a community for the road to be repaired on a regular 
basis by KCC and it has numerous potholes and bank side erosion.

Access from Whitehill Road

 The proposed access is located at a difficult bend in the road;
 Turning into the facility from the single track lane would be a challenge in itself; the 

road is just 3m wide and difficult to see how lorries and mini buses will be bale to 
turn at 90 degrees

 Not accepted that 64 vehicle movements per day would have no significant impact, 
or that the 'additional traffic would be easily accommodate by the local highways 
network';

 Many of the traffic movements would involve large commercials vehicles, completely 
unsuited to the country lanes serving the site, and create severe problems when 
meeting other traffic in the area;

 Visibility at the proposed entrance is extremely poor at the bottom of a winding hill 
on one side and a blind bend on the other;

 Difficulty of access for emergency services;

Traffic Congestion and Impact on Adjoining Roads

 The development would result in traffic congestion;
 Traffic on the A227 - which would be the principal access route - is already 

acknowledged to create problems;
 The volume of traffic on the A227 is increasing and is used as a rat run for cars and 

large/heavy commercial vehicles moving between M20/M25 and A2/M2/M25. The 
volume rises significantly when congestion issues hit these motorways and/or the 
Tunnel is closed. With the new Thames crossing on the horizon residents are facing 
even greater volumes of commercial/private vehicular activity on the A227 for which 
it was not designed. During school runs it brings the A227 to a near stand in the 
areas where access can only be gained to Whitehill Road. The proposed Vineyard 
expansion will only exacerbate an already chronic traffic situation.

 Pedestrian access is stated available via Steele's Lane, which could also lead to 
unregulated parking in that unmade road, and on and around Meopham Green;

 These lanes are frequently used by walkers, cyclists and horse riders there are no 
pavements;

 The main turning from the A227 is very narrow and completely unsuitable for high 
traffic usage; the junction with The Street and A227 is a notorious accident spot; The 
Street is a narrow road which is regularly full of parked cars; The Street is classified 
as ‘Unsuitable for Long Vehicles’;

 Use of alternative routes and rat runs would occur; through Meadfield Road, Cheyne 
Walk and Warwick Gardens; these are narrow roads and an estate of residential 



housing;
 If Highways extend double yellow lines in The Street to accommodate the massive 

increase in volume of dangerous traffic this will deprive at least four households of the 
opportunity to park their cars;

Vehicle Movements/Trip Generation
 

 The planning statement indicates that there will be a maximum of 73 daily vehicle 
trips at weekends during summer with the addition of some bottling trips in the year 
but this does not appear to include - deliveries to the shop, vehicles delivering for 
other vineyards, visitors to the shop and café, visitors parking around the Green, 
etc.;

 The vehicle movement numbers and level of daily activity being quoted on the 
application would appear, at best, questionable. Every commercial start-up looks for 
future growth therefore if numbers, timings etc. expand, it will be unbearable for 
residents and the environment. A comprehensive 7/10-year Business Plan needs to be 
submitted without which a comprehensive review/assessment is not possible.

 In addition to the Winery the complex includes a: Retail Outlet and Events Facilities. 
No details have been provided as to the nature of these ‘Events’. Perhaps Wedding 
receptions/Private Parties are on the future agenda;

 The Application’s ‘Facilities’ will need regular ‘servicing’ - Staff’s vehicles (Winery, 
Facilities and vineyard); Visitor/Event traffic during day; Evening traffic accessing 
Facilities /Late evening traffic leaving Facilities; Third party grape/fruit deliveries; 
Shuttle mini coaches (The complex will need a fleet of minibuses to provide a 
regular and acceptable service from/to the number of stations they are proposing ... 
1 minibus is a ludicrous suggestion); Winery’s vehicles delivering wines etc. to 
various outlets; Bottling traffic; Deliveries of ‘local produce’; Delivery vehicles to 
supply: Retail Outlets, Events/Dining Facilities; Courier vehicles to support on-line 
orders from Website; Refuse collections (why no recycling systems?); Laundry, 
Cleaner’s vehicles; Vehicles removing grape marc, as it’s a potential environmental 
hazard; Transporting of harvesting vehicles if non-owned; General ‘maintenance’ 
vehicles / Grounds maintenance i.e. lawn mowers, strimmers, hedge trimmers etc.; 
Removal of effluent from septic tank;

 Even a modest bottling plant can produce 5000 filled bottles per hour. A “small” 
HGV can carry 10,000 bottles, so a potential traffic of at least 9 HGVs per day as 3 
empties in, 3 filled out, and 3 bringing bulk liquid to bottle from other companies;

 In years of poor yields, and they will happen, logically the applicant would try to 
achieve more contract tonnage, adding to HGV movements;

 Fails to see that the visitor centre would attract significant numbers of visitors and 
could therefore fall out of use. However, if it did attract a significant number of 
visitors then many of these would prefer to arrive by car, rather than use public 
transport and a mini bus transfer, leading to a significant increase in traffic on 
Whitehill Road and other local roads.

Accidents 

 The data on accidents within the vicinity of the site is misleading and economical 
with the facts and should take into account the roads and junctions leading to the 
site;

 According to the crashmap.co.uk website, in the past 21 years there have been 66 
accidents on Whitehill Road and The Street and along Wrotham Road between its 
junction with The Street and its junction with Steeles Lane at Meopham Green; 
these accidents have involved 126 cars and injured 100 people, including three 
fatalities and a further six with serious injuries; ten of these injuries including one 



fatality happened at the junction of The Street and Wrotham Road; two - including 
another fatality - occurred at the junction of Cheyne Walk and Wrotham Road; 
Eighteen - including the third fatality - were on Wrotham Road adjacent to The 
Green; the above are all junctions that trucks, lorries, mini buses and cars will have 
to use to access this site (visitors hoping to access the development on foot may 
park on The Green). 

 Two accidents have occurred on The Street at its junction with Wrotham Road and 
six on Whitehill Road, including four around the area of the proposed entrance to 
this development.

Parking 

 Insufficient parking spaces will the number of visitors, workers and delivery drivers;
 The application states ‘sufficient additional grass area being provided as an overspill 

car park’; Is this really a viable all year option;
 The application states there will be pedestrian access via Meopham Green which 

appears to suggest that this location can provide additional parking space from 
which to visit the proposed complex; this is not possible especially in the summer 
months (April to September) when cricket is being played on the Green, ramblers 
visiting throughout the week etc. With parking spaces on the Green at a premium 
most days, this will inevitably lead to roads around the Green and/or A227 becoming 
car parks for visitors’ vehicles which is a totally unacceptable invasion on residents’ 
daily lives;

 Additional parking around Meopham Green would cause chaos, be a traffic hazard 
to residents and cause yet more damage to the Green’s verges.; it would lead to 
parking in other residential roads such as Pitfield Drive and Cricketers Drive;

 If it is proposed to collect visitors from Meopham Station, why is so much car park 
space needed;

Policy

 The proposed development does not satisfy paragraphs 108-110 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework and should be rejected.

Other Matters 

 This is unlike Chapel Down Winery in Tenterden, which has good access via a two 
lane road, and is constructed on reasonably level land.

 No consultation has been carried out with Kent Highway regarding access and the 
adjacent footpaths crossing the route;  

Footpath/Cycling Impacts

 There are two public footpaths going across Whitehill Road through gates/styles 
right on the bend where the site access will be.  Additional traffic will be a hazard to 
pedestrian safety;

 The access road will cut across the public footpath that runs through the vineyard 
creating safety issues;

 The proposal would also render NS258 to be less commodious; 
 Happy Valley is a popular cycle route; Whitehill Road is a narrow, winding country 

lane with a steep hill on either side and a blind bend. Any additional traffic to this 
area would be incredibly dangerous for cyclists and walkers and would almost 
certainly lead to fatalities;



Environmental Impacts

 Traffic pollution; increased fumes and carbon monoxide emissions;
 Noise pollution will be unacceptable in this tranquil valley; noise would travel and 

echo through the valley;
 There would be noise from HGV’s and delivery vehicles, unloading and loading, fork 

lift trucks, waste refuse trucks and from reversing alarms;
 There would be noise from visitors and staff in cars and minibuses;
 There could be noise from potentially 180 visitors arriving and departing;
 There would be noise from the bottling plant; the noise from the bottling plant 

according to the HSE can produce 100dB which is greater than the 2016 application 
estimated to be 85dB which is very loud and will give rise to health concerns; 

 There would be noise from outside eating area; 
 There could be music noise from private functions;
 Noise/acoustic tests should be carried out now not if permission were to be granted; 

the applicants should be asked to produce a predictive acoustics map of noise 
levels (including allowances for variations in weather conditions) and whether such 
noise levels fall within safe and acceptable limits;

 The fact that the wrap-around glass doors/panels will slide completely open in the 
summer will result in no protection from the noise emanating from the visitor centre, 
such as catering, dining, events and other general day-to-day activities, being 
audible across the valley and affecting nearby residential properties.

 Given the increasing move to online sales, it is likely that deliveries will start early in 
the morning to fulfil orders so as to not conflict with proposed visitors;

 Detrimental to peaceful tranquillity;
 Light and air pollution and fumes from HGV vehicles and delivery vehicles;
 There will be light pollution from early morning deliveries at 6.30am;
 There will undoubtedly be outside lighting and security lighting, apart from internal 

lighting visible from windows and any rooflights; some security lighting will likely be 
on all night;

 Detrimental to the dark skies;  
 Food odours from outdoor café; increase in litter;
  An additional environmental concern is the method to dispose of foul water through 

the means of sceptic tanks; the production of wine goes through a considerable 
number of steps that require industrial methods and processes, particularly cleaning 
and sterilising; some processes will need chemicals, fertilisers and weed killers; 
even washing down farm machinery will contaminate water;

 There should be an Environmental Impact Statement;
 The development results in significant environmental cost;

Wildlife Impacts

 The site is a designated wildlife area;
 Impact on the North Downs and Medway Gap Biodiversity opportunity area, and 

which is within a Designated Local Wildlife Site;
 The valley’s wealth of biodiversity must be protected, being the habitat of badgers, 

foxes, bats, dormice, water voles, field mice, breeding birds including buzzards, 
owls, and red kites, with rare orchids only found in Kent.  However, all this stands to 
be destroyed by the proposal.

 Any attempts to widen lanes would damage hedgerows and destroy wildlife habitats;



 Some of the photographs in the applicants Ecological Impact Assessment (by Lizard 
Landscape Design and Ecology) are not from the actual site, but show adjacent 
fields that are not managed in the same manner as the proposed development site; 
the soil is so poor that the site only allows very occasional grazing of cattle; he 
vegetation is poor that the field is mostly left to grow wild, and such a poor yield 
would not be used for silage;

 This unmanaged grassland attracts a great number species and their predators. 
This remote area is home to tawny and barn owls. The summer of 2020 saw a 
breeding pair of yellowhammers, which are a red-listed species;

 Less than 80 metres away more than 328 species of moths have been identified, 
with 260 having been identified this year alone. In October 2020, a Juniper Carpet 
moth was spotted, which is a rare event;

 Pyramidal, Early Purple and Bee Orchids can normally be found at the proposed 
site; and an abundance of common spotted orchids;

 There are grass snakes and adders here;
 There is and an expanding population of marbled white butterflies that will be 

threatened by this development;
 Impact on local livestock:
 Policy CS12: Green Infrastructure is not being met with this proposal;

Lack of Employment Benefits

 Does very little for local employment; doubt that anyone employed will actually be 
local to the village. There is nothing positive that this development will give to the 
village;

 Minimal net employment gains of 14.25 full-time equivalent;
 It is not likely that the demand for construction workers will be huge and given the 

huge construction projects already taking place locally;
 Whilst jobs and opportunities are obviously necessary in rural area, the problems 

arising from this project would not outweigh the benefits to the village and immediate 
area;

 The employment figures are incorrect;
 85-90% of workers employed in fruit and veg harvesting come from overseas so the 

harm caused would not be outweighed by benefits to the rural economy.

Sustainability

 Meopham cannot sustain this type of major development;
 The café, shop and events facilities could harm the local economy;
 The development will take business away from many small farm shops;
 Bus services to Meopham are infrequent and not at all on Sundays and do not run 

directly to Ebbsfleet;
 Meopham does have a rail station but it would be a long uphill drag to walk/ cycle to 

the vineyard;
 The development is not sustainable and should be built on brownfield land;
 The enhancement of tourism argument is not sustainable or indeed desirable;
 This increase in noise light and air pollution is making the development not a 

sustainable product; it goes against making the nation a greener society;



Construction Impacts

 There will be noise and disturbance to residents and wildlife from construction of the 
development;

 Disturbance from construction vehicles to other road users and those using public 
footpaths;

 Deposition of mud on Whitehill Road which poses a serious threat to cars, 
motorcyclists, and cyclists.

Other Matters

 An earlier application for the same development was rejected and now this is even 
bigger;

 There are suitable industrial units at Lomer Farm that could be used for the 
business;

 The winery and visitors centre should be sited on a brownfield site in Gravesend;
 Tours of the vineyard could still be conducted using the pedestrian access from 

Meopham Green;
 There is already a local vineyard with winery at Luddesdown a short distance away;
 There are already vineyards in Kent which offer a 'wine' experience and the need for 

another is unnecessary;
 As there are no costings, from an investment angle it is not clear that this is a 

practical proposal. Whilst it is true that grapes are now more easily grown in this part 
of the country there are a number of accessible bottling plants in existence. They 
are established and there is no practical value in building another in Meopham;

 There will be ancillary commercial units;
 The development is overly large for purpose; this indicates that the developers are 

likely to go for a re-classification of use after construction;
 The application site is even larger (x5) than the previously rejected proposal; the 

area of the site is 1.19 hectares more than one-and-a-half times the size of the pitch 
at Wembley stadium. The footprint of the actual building is more than 0.25 acre;

 The floor area of the new application is over twice the size of the 2016 refused 
proposal (1090m² compared to 426m²);

 The Council should look for an alternative site and thereby retain the employment 
benefits; or the applicant should look at a non-Green Belt site with a local micro-
brewery or gin distillery or the applicant should look to build the facility somewhere 
like the Hop Farm;

 There is plenty of capacity for bottling at local firms like Merrydown Winery at 
Heathfield; 

 Where will chemicals, fertilisers, pesticides and weed killers be stored?
 There are sufficient coffee shops in Meopham; would anyone be drinking coffee at a 

winery?
 If the venture fails, there will be redundant and derelict buildings on site; it could be 

a back door to gaining residential development;
 The Applicant does already have an agricultural barn at this site;
 The site opposite at Clijon Farm has already been given permission to build 

unnecessary outsized outbuildings that overshadow original stables, along with an 
unnecessary additional access road carve its way across the walker’s path; 
furthering of business interests will not have the best interests of the environment 
and local community at heart;

 There are factual errors in the submission



- The Application states that the site is not vacant and is currently used for grazing 
and a vineyard.  To the extent that the site covers the 1.19 Ha which is the 
subject of the application, this is not true as the site is vacant and used for 
casual grazing;

- A “high” tonnage of grapes from 14.5 acres at 6.25 tonnes is indeed 90.625 
tonnes as per the middle brown band.  In the same line, 72,500 bottles are said 
to equate to 96,667 litres.  This conversion has been made the wrong way 
round: 72,500 bottles at the standard 75cl actually equates to 54,375 litres.  
Furthermore, 96,667 litres are said to equate to 90.63 tonnes.  Yet 1,000 litres of 
water weighs one tonne.  According to winespectator.com, a tonne of grapes 
typically yields around 720 standard bottles of wine – that’s 540 litres.  At that 
rate, and it can vary considerably, 90.625 tonnes would yield 65,250 bottles or 
48,937 litres.  Nevertheless, the figure of 72,500 bottles may be intended: it 
corresponds to 800 bottles per tonne out of 90.63 tonnes;

- Advised that production capacity would be 100,000 bottles per annum.  At 800 
bottles per tonne, that is 125 tonnes.  The table on page 24 of the DAS shows a 
production tonnage of 90.63 + 18.13 contract = 108.76.  Viability may be at 
stake and the contract tonnage of 18 could be short by up to 16 tonnes with 
ensuing additional traffic.

 Drawings PL100 and PL101 are inaccurate. They show multiple 'tracks' in the 
adjacent field at the bottom of the valley. These may be some ruts here where 
tractors traverse the field but they are by no means tracks. Or if these are classed 
as tracks the proposed access track to this development should take a similar form;

 Whilst rural viability is important, the combined enterprise of wine making, a cellar 
shop selling wine and other local produce, meals and tours may not achieve the 
planned results.  This could result in further applications for extended or additional 
buildings in the future;

 This could turn into planning creep.  Once the facility was up and running, there 
would be no control over expansion of visitor numbers or the vineyard running its 
own events;

 If the proposal is sanctioned, the change of use will set a very dangerous precedent 
and open the floodgates for further agreements to be demanded for industrial 
expansion.  Many will see it as an opportunity to build on similar land in Happy 
Valley resulting in the probability of ending up with an industrial estate or a housing 
estate.

 A condition to any grant of planning permission must be that the vines are all 
planted before any works commence as the vines will not yield for three years, but it 
would pre-empt any attempted subsequent switch of purpose;

 Lack of publicity to the application including by public notices;
 There is no mention of services to the site and nearby properties have cesspits; 

there is no gas and overhead electricity on the site and mains water is a distance 
away and would cause massive disruption to connect;

 The infrastructure is completely inadequate to support a large industrial unit;
 No need for the development on health grounds;
 Whilst the maintenance of Meopham Valley Vineyard as a viable business and the 

growing of vines has some support and support for the vineyard, winery and visitor 
centre is most likely to come from those that do not live in the more immediate local 
area and/or would have no idea of the potential local impact;

 All of the buildings shown in the addendum to the Design and Access Statement are 
either conversions to existing buildings or are part of a group of existing buildings, 
and, therefore, their impact on the surrounding countryside is minimal; the proposed 
development is in an area where there is an absence of any other built development 
and its impact on the unspoilt, open rural landscape is therefore far greater;



 The proposed development is to include an events facility, which has caused much 
concern in respect of what type of events, how many will be attending and 
associated additional traffic; the average number of guests attending weddings in 
the UK is around 100 people. Those guests would be arriving and departing at the 
same time, causing congestion at the access point on Whitehill Road, and on the 
local residential roads leading to the vineyard. Large celebratory events such as 
weddings would result in significant noise pollution, particularly as they would most 
likely include music, amplified speeches and large-scale dining, not to mention the 
implications of alcohol being consumed;

 There are no valid arguments for not siting the winery and visitor centre in an 
alternative location. Tours could still be operated, by minibus, dropping visitors off at 
the pedestrian access, without causing parking and traffic issues; the production of 
wine, the shop selling wine and local produce, the café and events facility do not 
need to be situated in the vineyard. Surely if Meophams Wine is as highly rated 
within the wine industry, the brand should speak for itself;

 There is some limited support (from some objectors) to either a scaled down version 
of the development with either just tasting and tours and no bottling (a rustic styled 
tasting area) or just bottling/storage and processing plant without the café, tasting 
and tours, or located elsewhere but the application is currently far beyond the 
requirements of the area and the vineyard upon which it sits; 

1.6 A total of circa 650 signed circular letters have been received.  The circular letter sets 
out the following reasons of objection to the development:

 Destruction of Green Belt

• This is an inappropriate development in a very special area of Green Belt much loved 
for its tranquillity and beauty.
• This is not an agricultural building rather a huge industrial plant with the addition of 
commercial ancillary units. The building itself will cover an area of 0.25 acre, consist of 
two storeys and will protrude 4.5 metres out of the hillside - a visible eyesore from 
footpaths, homes and the adjacent AONB in an idyllic area that is currently devoid of 
any building.
• The proposed access track and parking areas would further scar this unspoilt 
landscape.
• The total area of the site affected is 1.19 hectares; this is more than one-and-a-half 
times the size of the pitch at Wembley Stadium. It will be situated only 26 metres from 
the nearest home.
• The applicant has failed to provide any exceptional circumstances to show that the 
proposal would preserve or enhance this protected landscape and natural beauty of the 
area.
• This development does not have to be situated in open Green Belt. Wine production 
and bottling could be done off-site.

Dangerous Access

• Access is proposed from Whitehill Road, a narrow single-track lane. Visibility at the 
proposed entrance is extremely poor, at the bottom of a steep winding hill on one side 
and a blind bend on the other.
• This road is frequently used by cyclists, pedestrians and horse riders and there are no 
pavements.
• At this point Whitehill Road is just 3 metres wide; it is difficult to imagine how lorries 
and/or mini buses will be able to turn 90 degrees into the development without causing 
a backlog of traffic, making the road even more unsafe.



• Any attempts to widen the road here would involve destroying hedgerow and ruin the 
special rural character of the lane.
• The main route into Whitehill Road is via The Street from the A227. This junction is a 
well-known accident hotspot, where they have been two fatalities and the road is 
classified ‘Unsuitable for Long Vehicles’. An alternative route is through Cheyne Walk, a 
residential area.
• There are no footpaths on Whitehill Road and a public footpath crosses it very close to 
the proposed entrance. Any additional traffic is a serious threat to pedestrian safety.
• The new track from the entrance cuts across the public footpath that runs through the 
vineyard, again creating safety issues.
• The planning statement claims, ‘We had intended to consult with Kent Highways on 
the proposals but ran out of time.’ An issue as key as this needs to be addressed as 
part of the application.

Destruction of biodiversity

• As a designated local wildlife site and North Downs and Medway Gap Biodiversity 
Opportunity Area, Happy Valley’s wealth of biodiversity should be protected. The habitat 
of badgers, bats, dormice, breeding birds and rare orchids only found in Kent will be 
wrecked by this huge development.

Noise Pollution

• Any noise in the valley echoes and travels and this development would disrupt the 
otherwise quiet and relaxing natural environment this area is characterised by. 
According to the HSE, bottling lines can produce up to 100dB of noise.
• Further noise will also be created by delivery vehicles arriving/departing and 
unloading/loading, waste refuse trucks and vehicle reversing alarms and an outdoor 
eating area which will cater for up to 30 people at any given time.
• The planning statement advises that noise/acoustic tests will NOT be conducted until 
after planning permission is granted. This is NOT acceptable. There should be an 
Environmental Impact Statement accompanying such a major development.

Traffic & Vehicle Movement

• It will create up to 73 daily vehicle trips at weekends during the summer, with the 
addition of bottling trips. The breakdown does not appear to include: (1) Vehicles 
delivering goods to the shop, café and events facility; (2) Vehicles delivering grapes 
from other vineyards, deliveries associated with wine production and vehicles taking 
bottled wine to retailers; (3) Couriers collecting wine orders; (4) Visitors arriving for the 
shop and café and attending events; (5) The impact of visitors parking on Meopham 
Green – already often overcrowded - to gain pedestrian access to the site.

Light and Air Pollution

• The bottling plant will be open from 6.30am six days a week. Any early morning 
deliveries and refuse collections would result in light pollution from headlights during 
winter. External and internal lighting on the building will create further light pollution to 
the detriment of residents and wildlife.
• Fumes will be emitted from HGVs and other vehicles on site.

Job Creation/Rural Economy

• Job creation is minimal - just 14.25 full-time workers - which in no way mitigates the 
loss of a tranquil and unspoilt area of Green Belt.



• 85-90% of workers employed in fruit and veg harvesting come from overseas so the 
harm caused would not be outweighed by benefits to the rural economy. In fact, the 
café, shop and events facilities would be taking business away from local 
bars/restaurants, cafes and shops.
• If visitors were to arrive by mini bus as suggested, they would not be staying on in 
Meopham to use other local amenities.

1.7 It should be noted that additional copies of the circular letter have also been attached to 
or accompany the individual objections referred to that have been received along with a 
similar version of the above circular letter, but these have not been counted as separate 
representations.

Representations in Support

1.8 A total of circa 460 representations were received supporting the development and the 
following is a summary of the comments in support:

 There can be no logical objection to an agricultural project in Meopham Green Belt;
 Grapes are fruit which is no different from apples in concept of orchard/vineyard;
 Agricultural land uses do require a degree of development to support them. Mixed 

farms require agricultural sheds of a similar size to the building proposed in this 
application, and generate noise, smells, and traffic movements; this application is in 
keeping with agricultural land uses;

 It is also essential that agricultural businesses are able to move up the value chain 
and to diversify. Simple agricultural production is rarely sufficient to support viability 
and some degree of onsite processing and point of sale activity can be critical to 
profitability;

 Meopham has developed into a largely residential area surrounded by farmland and 
this agricultural building would be a benefit to both the vineyard and the Village;

 Rural areas are not fixed in aspic and must evolve and develop in order to survive; 
successful agri-businesses such as Meopham Vineyard have the potential to help 
resist this fundamental change and provide a sustainable model for development 
within rural communities; it also helps to protect the overall rural nature of the 
environment in Meopham by providing a viable use for agricultural land which would 
otherwise be at risk from development;

 It compares with the 450+ acre brand new vineyard in Luddesdown;
 It is small scale and nothing like Chapel Down at Tenterden; it only produces 1500 

bottle per year;
 The Design and Access statement with copious maps and diagrams provide an 

explanation of how the previous objections have been met;
 The application is very detailed and a lot of thought and consideration has been 

made to ensure the traffic, landscape, environment and the natural habitats around 
the proposed site are not negatively impacted;

 Well designed, not imposing;
 The new siting of the vinery and visitor centre has moved down the hill, and hugs 

the vegetation which borders Whitehill Road, being significantly submerged and 
visible parts painted a recommended matt black in order to be considerably less 
obtrusive;

 One of the main concerns are transport related but having looked at the documents 
it feels that the owners have addressed these by minibuses transporting visitors and 
workers in;



 The increase in traffic will be negligible; the additional impact on local traffic would 
be limited as there will be no HGV vehicles supplying or collecting to/from the winery 
other than possibly during the initial construction period;

 Although the road is narrow other people living along Whitehill Road don’t seem to 
have problems with access or deliveries;

 Many vineyards in Kent with visitor centre and mostly larger than this proposed 
venture are all accessed by small rural roads with no evidence of problems;

 The developer should be required to adequately address concerns of noise, visual 
impact and traffic through sensitive and sustainable architecture, appropriate traffic 
management plans which promote walking and cycling, environmental management 
plans which promote bio-diversity ideally aiming at net-gain;

 It could bring employment for the local people;
 The visitor numbers will be relatively low so won't impact on the neighbours;
 This would benefit the local economy and be good for the vineyard as they can't 

make their own wine at the moment or store it;
 The present owner of the land has spent many years with the vines but has been 

restricted by the expensive need to send all produce to other sites for processing 
and storage thus many more vehicle trips on to the road the he would have to with 
his own vinery;

 Meopham vineyard needs this centre to become a sustainable entity;
 The vineyard has been there for a few many years and the wine produced is a good 

quality and has won awards;
 The previous owner ran at a loss for years due too not having the facilities onsite;
 It seems to be a natural development for this business, they have the land, 

experience, trading history and the change in the climate with the appropriate soil 
and conditions;

 Fantastic to see new business and opportunities brought to the local area;
 Constructing a visitor’s centre for our local vineyard will increase tourism and 

appreciation for the local community;
 There is nothing locally like this within 20 miles;
 The people who own it are local;
 The brand name will promote the village in a good light without bringing massive 

crowds but bring a small sustainable increase of customers to other local shops and 
businesses;

 Brilliant for educational purposes including schools and colleges;
 It will provide a good attraction for international visitors coming from Ebbsfleet 

International Station;
 It will give people somewhere beautiful to go to and will help people's mental health;
 It's definitely a part of Meophams history and future;
 An attraction for the future Ebbsfleet Garden city residents;
 With the recent boom of English wine in the UK, Meopham Valley Vineyard can put 

Meopham Village on the map; Wineries in the South East of England are an 
important and growing part of the economy;

 It would help to keep the wine industry flowing in the current pandemic;
 Disappointed at the level of opposition;
 The lack of public consultation and engagement that has taken place to support this 

application has presented a missed opportunity to explain the applicant's vision for 
their business and the stewardship of the local environment that they intend to 
undertake, and to address local concerns;

Neutral Representations 



1.9 In respect of the neutral comments/representations (2 in total) the comments received 
were:

 Concerns that neighbour representations are not acknowledged;
 Concerns as to whether the applicants can use a mailing list for their business to 

lobby support; 


